CHAPTER SIX
FEATURES

(CA-TEH-2105H)
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CHAPTER 6 FEATURES
DESCRIPTIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS
CA-TEH-2105H revealed eight features during the 2003-2004 seasons. Their locations in relationship to the site’s datum are illustrated in Figure 1 (opposite) Table 2 (below) shows the comparative
percentages of artifacts found at different proveniences of the site. For example, recovered from Feature
1 Depression was 21.4% of all the artifacts (by specimen count) collected during 2003 and 2004.

Table 2. CA-TEH-2105H Artifacts Count

														
Number of specimens Percentage of artifact
		
		
Provenience
		
Feature 1 Depression		

Catalogued
134		

		
Feature 2 Cabin/ Brick Scatter
			
3N1E			
			
3N2E			
			
3N3E			
				
Subtotal
		
Feature 3 Brick Alignment
			
2S12E			
		
Feature 4 Road Segments
			
Rd. Seg. #1		
			
Rd. Seg. #2		
			
Rd. Seg. #3
			
Rd. Seg. #4
				
Subtotal
		
Feature 5 Collapsed 		
		
Structure
		
Feature 6 Ashy Deposit
			
4N10E			
		
Feature 7 Ashy Deposit
			
6N2E E1/2		
		

specimens found at site
21.4%

40			
48			
69			
157			
8		

1.2%

24			
18			
21			
13			
76		
—		

				

Totals

3.8%					
2.8%
3.3%
2.0%
12.0%
—

98			

15.7%

70			

11.2%

Feature 8 Corral, 			
Feed Shed & Windmill
1[WWII canteen]

		
Quadrants
			
SE			
			
SW			
			
NE		
			
NW			
			
Subtotal

6.4%
7.6%
11.0%
25.0%

20			
14			
35			
—			
69			
613		

				
[Total specimens count i s
				
now 627, due to fourteen
				
additions.]		
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-3.2%		
2.2%
5.6%
0.0%
11.2%
97.7%

[This is based on the above
numbers tallied from the site’s
original inventory listing.]

F

Feature 1 “Depression”

eature 1 is referred to in this report as Feature 1 “Depression.” Questions under investigation:
What were its uses over time? From the artifacts collected, what associations, if any, concerning
the history of Hi Good and early ranch life might be inferred? Can any meaningful chronology
be constructed from the artifacts recovered?

Early Hand-Dug Wells
Once the property owners’ permissions were secured for a scientific excavation, the author  was
curious about what might be found from excavating Feature 1 renamed the “Depression” as opposed
to “Well.” Was this Hi Good’s early hand-dug well? Moreover, the author was of the opinion that, just
maybe, Hi Good’s gold was there! After all, the early settlers customarily buried their valuables in the
ground because banks were few and far between.
One case of burying valuables at the bottom of one’s hand-dug well surfaced for this researcher
when collecting data about Mrs. Marie Dersch’s murder in Shasta County. She was killed by a band
of renegade Indians (who used guns) on August 22, 1866. The culprits attacked the Dersch ranch on
Bear Creek when Mrs. Dersch was outside making soap. Mrs. Dersch’s son, Fred Dersch Jr., was just
across the Nobles Trail road when the attack began. He was charged by his blind Uncle to, “Go get
help for your mother at the neighbors!”
When the lad finally reached the Thatcher place, young Fred “found the patriarch, digging
down inside his dry well. When Mr. Thatcher heard the news, he came up out of the hole hand over
hand. He grabbed up his two pistols and his horse and, before he left for the Dersch ranch, he told
his wife, Catherine, in so many words to, “Put all deeds and other valuable papers in a box and put
them down the dry well for safe keeping” (Burrill unpublished manuscript, “The Murder of Marie
Dersch.”)
The author’s interpretation is that the Feature 1 Depression was probably not a well site (See
more below). The just mentioned detail that Mrs. Thatcher was to put the valuables “in a box” reintroduces the fact that some kind of container was used, which is called a “miner’s bank” (see Fig 321).

The Township 25 Treasure Map
The author has studied the finite details on the Tehama County Assessor’s Office 1859 map (Fig.
53) titled, “Township No. 25 North Range No. 1 West Mt. Dblo. Mdn.” This is probably the only map
that shows Harmon A. Good’s name and his partner’s name, Alexander Robb Barrington. They are
clearly discernible in Section 33, where they both owned land. Due north and contiguous to Section 33
is Section 28, with a faint drainage line, which, early on, was called Jim Ellis’ Gulch. Today, the locals
called it, “Ned’s Draw” where Indian Ned purportedly ambushed Hi Good. The site, CA-TEH-2105H,
is in the next section farther north, in the SW corner of Section 21 (See the entire map reprinted in Ch.
2 “Background History,” Part VI).
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Pot Hunters After Good’s Gold
The author recalls the anecdotal story told on December 6,
1996,   by Vina rancher,   Jerry Stephens Sr. His story hinted about
the gold buried somewhere at Hi Good’s place. A taped interview
was made at Jerry and Pat Stephens’ Vina ranch on the Lassen Road
(Burrill Collection). At one point a question about Indian Ned was
asked who, as several stories have it, was “taken in” by Hi Good (see
Ch. 3 documents 3, 4, 6-8.)
Richard Burrill: Ned, was thirteen or fourteen years old?
Jerry Stephens: Yep . . . . Do you know that when the Indian kid
killed Hi Good, Hi had sold his sheep and cattle and that he had
$6,000 in gold buried in a Dutch oven? My mother’s knowledge and
the old-timers’ knowledge, it was never found, and that the money
is still buried over there, one poker deep. You could run the poker
one poker deep and there’s gold —$6,000!
RB: Hmm! My goodness! That’s a local story of this area?
JS: Had you heard that story?
Figure 319. Jerry Stephens,
Vina Stockman Photo by author
in December 6, 1996.

RB: No!
________

* In 1993, the author learned of Jerry Stephens’ knowledge about the Ishi
story when I watched Jed Riffe’s American Experience film documentary,
“Ishi, the last Yahi,” in which Stephens was interviewed.

Do you know? The Hi Good Cabin site has been previously “pot hunted.” About Hi Good’s
gold, it can be confidently said that many individuals have been searching for it over the years. Simeon
Moak, as early as 1923, wrote on page 33 in his colorful The Last of the Mill Creeks memoir that:
There are, I think, five hundreds [sic] holes dug around the cabin and corral by
different parties, searching for the money. It may have been found, but not that I know
of (underscores author’s).
Clarence Leininger (1919-1981) of Vina was one of these gold seekers who searched at the Hi
Good Cabin site, the author recently learned. It was none other than Clarence Leininger, who was
Frances Valente Leininger’s husband. It happened that she encouraged this writer to introduce himself to Mr. Fred Wikoff, now living in Cohasset, who had been Clarence’s best friend. On 10/14/2007,
during our initial telephone interview, Mr. Fred Wikoff shared the following:
Early on, Clarence Leininger got himself a metal detector and we went out to
the Hi Good cabin flat together. When I asked Clarence why he was looking around
there, he told me that there were stories that gold was there somewhere.
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ACTUAL SIZE

Figure 320. This 1865 Australian Sovereign, gold coin (obverse and reverse) is conceivably what
much of the treasure looked like, along with watches and jewelry, that Hi Good, Sandy Young,
and Obe Field “knew” the Mill Creek Indians had plundered and still had in their possession.
Originally, the gold sovereigns had been plundered by the Mill Creeks’ attack on August 7, 1865
of the Robert Workman farm in Concow Valley. Moak’s (1923:18) account tells that Mrs. Workman’s sister, “Miss [Rosana] Smith” had been visiting from Australia [not England] when the
brutal attack and robbery ensued. Miss Smith had in her possession “sixteen hundred dollars in
English sovereigns.” And how did the Mill Creeks know that that one settler family in Concow
Valley had all that, in gold coin, without a spy --a white man surely, telling them such?
The renegade Indians were tracked by Hi Good, Robert Anderson, Simeon Moak and
thirteen others to their “campoodie” on Mill Creek. On the morning of August 14, 1865, the
Three Knolls battle ensued. Most all of Big Foot’s band were subdued.* On August 17, 1865
one English Sovereign gold coin was found by chance by Sandy Young at the battle site in the
sand (Anderson 1909:81-82). This kept alive the hope that the stolen treasure would some day
be retrieved. Later, on April 27, 1870, shortly before Hi Good would be killed, Simeon Moak
(1923:31) wrote that Good, Field, and Young still believed they were about to recoup the gold,
for they left “on a prospecting trip . . . for the purpose in view of finding the Mill Creeks and
getting their booty . . . .”
______
* Former Mountain Maidu prisoner and sex slave, Mariah (Mason) Bill [the grandmother on her
mother’s side of author and educator Marie (Mason) Potts], and who escaped Big Foot’s band of
Mill Creeks during the Three Knolls battle on the Mill Creek drainage, told the Quincy newspaper
editor that “. . . several of the Indians who had made their escape from the Cave returned two
days afterward [August 16] and dug up the treasure and carried it off [in a buckskin bag] (“The
Indian Raid” [1865, September 23] The Union Record; Burrill 2003:27-60; T. Kroeber 1961:80;
Potts 1977:39-42.).

Figure 321. This Dutch oven
(with its lid missing) was photographed with permission
at the Oregon Trail Regional
Museum. Baker City, Oregon.
Dutch ovens served as a
“miner’s bank” for burying
money and valuables.
Figure 322. Photographed as
well is this Dutch oven poker,
which is about 3 feet long.
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Ishi’s Family Held at Good’s Camp for Weeks
The story of Ishi’s family tied to Hi Good’s early sheep camp history is not this writer’s
imaginations running wild. This connection has kept the Ishi saga research a most engaging project
for this author. The geography of the greater study area is compelling (see Figures 152, 153 and 154).
The primary source documents that speak to the Yahi’s involvement may be read in this report’s Ch.
3). The Yahi’s Five Bows ceremony that called for a truce came to loggerheads at Good’s sheep camp in
late April/early May of 1870, invariably where the Hi Good Cabin site’s excavation occurred. The Dan
Delaney (1872, June 2) Northern Enterprise, p. 1/3 newspaper essay titled, “The Adventures of Captain
Hi Good” (reprinted on pages 245-249) provides significant details about Good and his henchmens’
actions at the time. For instance, Delaney wrote:
They killed several and took two prisoners, two mahalas. These females were
held as hostages at Good’s camp for weeks, guarded by the Captain’s Indian boy, whom
he raised, and who, for years, acted as his herder, and boy of all business.
The part where Delaney wrote that “the Captain’s Indian boy” . . . “guarded” the hostages
suggests that the female prisoners were kept and watched inside Hi Good’s cabin. Based on the data,
the cabin’s footprint was only steps away from Feature 1. In Unit 4N10E with “Ashy Deposit” (Feature 6), several .44 Henry Flat brass cartridge casing fragments were recovered. Arguably, Hi Good’s
“campfire ashes” could be part of “Ashy Deposit” Feature 6.  These spent cartridges could be from
one of the Henry repeater rifles used during the 1870 ambush (Waterman 1918:58). Professor Thomas
T. Waterman’s interpretations may be read in Ch. 3 Document #8 on pages 260-264 of this report.).
		

*		

*		

*		
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*		

*

Feature 1”Depression”
(Interpretations)
Excavating and collecting of artifacts at the site first commenced at Feature 1 “Depression.”
Data recovery came from five levels. The start of digging there was a rough  affair: to move away the
surface debris and dealing with so many round river cobbles. At about 24 inches the teams began to
collect artifacts and, at this point, Level 1 was established, rather arbitrarily. Level 1  became defined
as 0-48 inches. A new level was made thereafter for every twelve inches.
Level 1 (0-48”)
Level 2 (48-60”)
Level 3 (60-72”)
Level 4 (72 - 84”)
Level 5 (84-90”)

On the last Saturday of the 2004 field season, Feature 1 was closed due to time constraints and
mud. Concern, rightly so, was also for livestock that might fall into the pit. The deepest excavation
to date (90”) was then tarped with black plastic  (See below Fig. 335). The good side to this, no pun
intended, is that the Feature 1 Depression’s “edge of mystery” is preserved.
What were the Feature 1 “Depression” uses over time? Four hypotheses were made as to its
possible functions. They were: (1) as an outhouse or privy (2) as a root cellar, (3) as an early hand-dug
well; and/or (4) as a dump for accumulated refuse, mainly involving ranching activities.
The archaeological record for Feature 1 Depression provisionally affirms hypothesis Number
4. It was a place where dumping of mostly ranching items and related refuse took place. Counting
all the barbed wire, baling wire, and the objects collected, about 75%was ranch related. Moreover, it
appears probable that  the dumping or fill started on flat  ground. Then, perhaps for safety reasons
in about 1947 or maybe 1951, a  hole was  dug and the pile, along with anything else observed lying
around on the surface, such as bricks and/or old bottles, was filled into the depression, where it has
all remained pretty much undisturbed for over fifty years.
About the outhouse hypothesis - With the former cabin and collapsed structures as part of the
site, logic suggested that there ought to be some depressions or holes nearby for an outhouse or privy.
Besides the Feature 1 Depression, a second “hole” was recorded on the site map (See Fig. 8, page 19).  
It lies about 120 feet SW of the datum. It is subtly in view on the open flat. Artifacts of ferrous material,
in and around it were found when conducting metal detector sweeps. More study about this second
depression’s purpose is merited.
The outhouse use for Feature 1, though plausible, is judged now as doubtful. One has to wonder just how regimented the earlier residents were, who, based on the personal group artifacts found,
were almost exclusively males who worked for a time as sheep camp workers. It is written about Mr.
Herbert Kraft, who received the first deed (D) from the railroad for Section 21 on January 4, 1886,
that “He ranches on an extensive scale, owning several very valuable farms, which he rents or works
on shares (Gerald Brown 1968 “Jews of Tehama County” Red Bluff: Andy Osborne Papers, Chap. 2.)
Invariably, many of the local tenants and workers identified by name, were mostly cattle ranch hands.
Identified by name, at this writing, are: “Normy” Leininger, Dick Rucker, Robert W. Aulabaugh, as
well as John “Junior” Gillette, and Jeff Lerch (See Burrill Collection: letter dated 3/23/2007 from Robert Aulabaugh in Olympia, Washington. It seems that an agreed upon potty station, was simply not a
high priority item for any of these men. When the natural urge announced itself, it, no doubt, required
only a short stroll to the adjacent Acorn Hollow wash and down behind the bank, which puts closure
on this matter.
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The root cellar hypothesis —This conjecture fitted well with the notion that we probably  have
a sheep camp’s butcher’s station, which is built upon the facts that several lower limb bones of sheep
were found, along with one unidentified bone (320-202) that clearly has a saw cut across it.  
Career sheep rancher Jack Haslem, aided the subject by describing an early root cellar:
During the Hoover Boom everyone had a cellar in the dirt with logs and bark
and dirt on top of that. A root cellar is a hole in the ground some 5 1/2 to 6 feet deep.
There would be steps to walk down inside, with a lantern. Root cellars help keep perishables, red vegetables, potatoes and beets, as well as mutton cooler so they will not
spoil so fast. And with a secure cover set on it, predators are kept away.
Also, Shasta College archaeology student working at the site, Ms. Louise Pierce of Weaverville,
on 3/3/07 described sheep outfits that were north in Scotts Valley who also relied on root cellars in the
1850’s and 1860s. She explained, “They were dug subterranean about six feet deep to create a cooling
bin. They would slide a sod or dirt cover over and that way, keep the predators out.”
However, any meat including mutton could have been jerked as well; cut thin and cured with
salt. The mutton, temporarily preserved in a cellar storage, then would be shipped by a meat wagon
to the Tehama County markets.
With all these details weighed and understood, upon excavating the Feature 1 Depression, no
typical root cellar entry steps were observed, nor were any definitive materials for a root cellar’s roof
or cover found.
The hand-dug well hypothesis - It is now assessed that where the windmill stands today, this
would have been the best place where an early hand dug well would have been a success. Just north
and east of the present windmill’s location, a green swath can be witnessed throughout the spring
time and into the summer months. It is from an underground spring, apparently from water that runs
off and comes down through the adjacent rounded hills. It suggests that the ground’s water table by
the windmill is the most amenable immediate location for having a well. That is also apparently why
the windmill was placed where it is on 8/30/1951. Was the windmill’s construction done on top of
where a hand dug well once stood? We may never answer that question!
The site map’s elevation contour readings also shows that the windmill location is +3 feet higher
in elevation relative to the site datum. With the windmill and livestock corral and feed shed complex
on the upward slope from the Feature 1 Depression, this means that the rain water invariably runs
through or across the livestock area before seeping into the Feature 1 Depression. This, of course, is
not a conducive situation for healthful, non-contaminated drinking water. These are reasons why the
hand-dug well hypothesis for Feature 1 Depression is untenable.
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Table 3 Feature 1 Artifacts Count

			
Level 1 (0-48”)
1- Whole amber glass animal vaccination (320-283) bottle (1963)
1- Sheepherder’s stove warmer fragment (320-399)
1- AM/PM Convenience store cigarette lighter (320-296), ca. 1979
4 1/2 - beer cans ca. 1935 or later
Flat-Top (320-340) with pull-tab, ca. 1972
Flat-Top (320-401) church key opened, 1935 or later
1/2 Flat-Top (320-401) church key opened, 1935 or later
Cone-Top (320-338), 1935-1959
Cone-Top (320-339),  1935-1959
1- Crown cap (320-304) with 21 corrugations, ca. 1920s.
1-Whole clear glass liquor (320-276) bottle (1941)
1 - Coca-Cola (320-290) aqua glass fragment (1941)
1- Whole light green glass Roma  wine (320-279)  bottle (1941)
1- Whole clear glass liquor (320-277) bottles (1940)
1- Whole clear glass liquor (320-278) bottles (1940)
1- Whole clear glass liquor (320-280) bottles (1940)
1- .22 long  HS: “CCI”(320-310), 1960 or later
1- .22 “Super X” long rifle (320-311), 1960 or later
1- 12 g. shotgun; Rem-Peters (320-308),  1934,. 1960 or later
1- Horseshoe (320-341) worn smooth for front legs
1- Wagon brake pedal (320-344)
3- Flat belt pulley fragments (320-342a, b, c)
1- Mouse trap fragment (320-301)
1- Whole clear glass tablets (320-281) bottle (1935)
1- 9MM “Luger” WIN”(320-309), 1902; very recent
1- W.I.E. fragment (320-291) ca  1850s -1900
1- Copenhagen snuff lid (320-305) 1905 or older
1 -Vent hole/matchstick food filler type tin can
  
   lid (320-306) that dates before 1904.
1- Kootz’s metal fastener (320-307) ca. 1899
1- Kittleson half-hitch style barbed wire (320-304), 1878, its terminus post quem
2- Early opalized bottle lip fragments (320-284, 320-285)
		
Level 2 (48-60”)
1- CA automobile (320-384) license plate (1939)
Note: Nondescript items also
1-  metal tension ring (320-349)
recovered from Feature 1, are
listed in the site’s Catalog.
1- .30-06  Springfield (320-348) , 1895, recent
1- .30-06 Springfield(320-351), 1895, recent
		
Level 3 (60-72”)
1-Whole olive green glass Roma wine (320-357) bottle, ca. 1957
1-Whole clear glass Hiram Walkers & Sons whiskey (320-356) bottle, ca. 1945
1-Whole clear glass honey jar (320-358), ca. 1957 or later
		
Level 4 (72 - 84”)
1-Whole amber glass animal vaccination(320-365) bottle (1951)
1-Whole clear glass spirits (320-359) probably Christian Brothers, ca. 1941
1- Partial clear glass spirits (320-362) probably Christian Brothers, ca. 1941
1- Clear glass base w/Diamond O-I (320-364) fragment (1941)
1-Amber glass base with stippling (320-366) and “A” & “4” fragment, 1940 or later
1-Whole clear glass liquor (320-361) bottle (1940)
1- Upholstery button pin for buggy (320-384)
1-Amerseal lug tin can seal fragment (320-381), ca.1906-1919 -(Adkison 2002:1.11)
		
Level 5 (84-90”)
1-Partial clear Garrett & Co. wine (320-397), ca. 1919-1950
1-Whole amber glass Duraglas beer (320-398) w/stippling bottle (1947)
1-Whole clear glass Schenley liquor (320-396) bottle (1941)
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Artifact Interpretations from Feature 1 Depression
A total of 14 assigned time markers were found in Feature 1. They are listed (above) with
their respective year placed in parentheses and underlined. However, as already described, their depositioning was randomly mixed. This meant that no chronology could be established to discern any
cause and effect relationships. Again, the only two (of the 14) time markers that provided a predictable
stratigraphic relationship were the two amber glass animal vaccination bottles. The older vaccination
bottle made in 1951, was found deeper, at Level 4 (72-84”), while the one made in 1963 was recovered
at Level I (0-48”) depth.
Reduced to its lowest terms, it appears that most of the artifacts salvaged from Feature 1, were
arbitrarily filled into the depression, possibly in one event. The two whole animal vaccination bottles
are the one exception. The twelve other time markers recovered from the five respective stratigraphic
levels, provided no stratigraphical sequencing through time. For instance, the one Coca-Cola (320-290)
aqua glass fragment that was made in 1941, was found in Level 1 (0-48”), just as one whole clear glass
Schenley liquor (320-396) bottle, made also in 1941,  was recovered from the deepest Level 5, 84-90”
depth. One feasible explanation for how this resulted is that a refuse pile built up over time on the flat
itself, and probably in the proximity of where the Feature 1 Depression is found today. During the
late 1930’s and through the 1940s decade a litter pile could have grown. It perhaps became an eye sore
and/or a concern for the safety of his livestock for Mr. Carmichael, who, became the new property
owner of Section 21 in 1946. In about 1947 (or maybe it was in August of 1951), he, or someone, led
the pouring of cement construction for the new Aermotor Windmill tower’s foundation. Possibly Mr.
Carmichael assigned some of his ranch crew to dig a deep hole and to fill it with the accumulated pile
of refuse. This would explain how the 1951 dated animal vaccination bottle (320-365) was found, deep
down, at 72-84” and/or  how the 1947 “Duraglas” amber glass beer bottle was also deeply deposited
at 84-90” bottom surface. Why so many cobbles were observed in the depression is one unanswered
question.
In about 1963, it appears that  the filled hole was left undisturbed. The second, 1963 animal
vaccination bottle accounts for this. As late as 1979, someone who smoked, maybe one of the hunters
passing by found his AM/PM Convenience Store cigarette lighter empty or broken enough that it
became worthless, and so it was tossed. This lighter is the most recent artifact (320-296) collected and
dated from the 0-48” level (See Fig. 254).

Temporal Interpretations
The mode, mean and median were determined for the fourteen “time markers” collected
and identified from the Feature 1 Depression. They are: Mode (greatest frequency) = “1941.”
Median = “1941”    Mean (average) = “1942.8 “ [27,200 divided by 14]
(1963)
(1951)
(1947)
(1941)
(1941)
(1941)
(1941)
(1941)
(1940)
(1940)
(1940)
(1940)
(1939)
(1935)

Best guess (for at least the top portion of
Feature 1 Depression), is that 1935 to 1951
appears to have been the period when the
refuse or litter accumulated at the site, until
it was all gathered and emptied into a new
hole dug about 1951.
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One cluster of older artifacts was noted - It was observed that some older artifacts ended up
in the fill whose period of use was ca. 1878 to 1905. Did any of these artifacts come from Unit 4N10E?
These artifacts appear to have been collected from elsewhere, maybe when hired ranch hands did a
general clean up of the entire area flat.  For instance, the two, very opalized bottle finish (or lip) fragments collected (320-284 and 320-285) from Level 1 (0-48”) were found with the Kittleson half-hitch
style barbed wire (320-304). The latter’s terminus post quem is 1878. The vintage cluster of artifacts
included:
1- W.I.E. fragment (320-291) ca. 1850s -1900

1- Copenhagen snuff lid (320-305) ca. 1905 (Fig. 253).
1-Amerseal lug tin can seal fragment (320-381), ca. 1906-1919(Fig. 244).
1 -Vent hole/matchstick food filler type tin can lid (Fig. 243), 320-306. that dates, before 1904.
1- Kootz’s metal fastener (320-307) ca. 1899 (Fig. 270).
1- Kittleson half-hitch style barbed wire (320-304), 1878, its terminus post quem (Fig. 302).
2- Early opalized bottle lip fragments (Figures 223 and 224), 320-284 and 320-285.

The period of use for these pretty much match the time period for some of the artifacts found
in unit 6N2E E1/2, such as the 1902-1905 period of use for the Lash’s Bitters bottle found there. Because
it is not known for certain, however, from where this group of older artifacts were relocated, nothing
more about them can be said.
Pre-World War II Years -Apparently hard work by ranch hands was followed with some heavy
drinking in the early 1940s. Several of the liquor bottles recovered bear 1940 and 1941 for  when they
were manufactured. These years, of course, for Americans were the pre-WWII days leading up to Pearl
Harbor day. Incidentally, the liquor and beer cans collected are only samples taken from the others
that were only observed.
Five firearm pieces were found. None of these are very old, and were probably left by  hunters
who were passing through the area. One is a 1- 9MM “Luger” WIN”(320-309) from Germany, with
1902 its terminus ad quem. It very well could be from a war souvenir German Lugar weapon procured
in Europe. Note that there was also found from the adjacent Corral, Feed Shed, and Windmill complex, one WW II vintage military canteen (Fig. 274). But it probably belonged to an American named
George Roberts of Tehama County who served in the Pacific during “that  final phase of that war,”
which was ca. 1945 (See in the Personal Group section, the letter received confirming  such from Ms.
Karen H. Bacquet.).
Blue oaks (Quercus douglassi) line the ridge top on the
far west side of the Hi Good Cabin flat.
Flat with “brick scatter” was observed, possibly from a
collapsed chimney structure. It became designated as
Feature 2.

Figure 323. This is how the Feature 1 Depression appeared before
the excavation began.The photo was taken looking westward. The
large piece on the left side of the fill has been identified as a sheepherder’s stove warmer. Its brand name and age remain undetermined.
It was eventually collected (see Fig. 240) and assigned as specimen
320-399. Photo by author on 5/15/2003.
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FEATURE 1 DEPRESSION EXCAVATION, OCTOBER 4 2003
#1 Figure 324. This is what the Feature 1 Depression looked
like on October 4, 2003 before digging, which measured fifteen
feet across. In the foreground, is the rusted sheepherder’s stove
(Fig. 240). On the top of the refuse pile are rolls of barbed wire,
baling wire, one wood pallet, studded T fence steel posts, red
brick fragments as well as a varied mix of tin cans, nails, liquor
bottles, and more. Photos by author.

#2 Figure 325. (left) Here, baling wire fragments, corroded and burnt,
were observed, covering a near solid mix of river stone cobbles and
round boulders.

E

E
W
#4 Figure 327. (Above) More debris and rounded rocks
removed.

W

W
#3 Figure 326. Visible in this photo are
the two metal stakes with red survey
tape, placed on the west (foreground) and
east points (top middle) respectively of
the depression. The rounded river rocks
exposed were of boulder and smaller
cobble sizes, which ranged from about 3
to 12 inches in diameter

E
#5 Figure 328. Towards the end of the afternoon on October
4th. No definitive edges of the depression at this point were
observed.
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FEATURE 1 DEPRESSION, NOVEMBER 8, 2003 & FEBRUARY 21 & 28, 2004
#6 Figure 329 (left) November 8, 2003. Joyce Abbott helped set up a
north-south horizontal red line across the mid section of the depression
used to measure Level 1 (0 - 48”).
Blue oak tree

N

W

E

#10 Figure 333. Feature 2 with cover. Level 4 (72-84”) and
some of Level 5 were excavated on February 21, 2004.

N

#7 Figure 330. Nov. 8. FRC student
Georgia Miles pulls out a Flat-Top beer
can Level 2 (48- 60”).

#11 Figure 334. Feature 1 Depression, with view towards the east.
Depth reached was to Level 5 at 90 inches bottom surface.
Color JPEG photo by Dr. Eric Ritter taken on February 28, 2004.

#8 Figure 331. FRC student Woody
Palmer completing Level 2 (48- 60”).

#12 Figure 335. Black plastic tarp cover being placed at bottom of
excavating efforts. Photo taken by author on February 28, 2004.

#9 Figure 332. Justin Hamilton and Michael
Hamilton (right) on Nov. 8th, joined in to help
excavate Level 3 (60 - 72” ).
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Feature 2 Brick Scatter Interpretations
(Units 3N1E, 3N2E, 3N3E)
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Figure 336.
Feature 2 “Brick Scatter.” Photo looks westerly with 3N3E
in the foreground. Photo by author taken 2/28/ 2004.
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Feature 2 Interpretations

he archaeological data affirm that the Feature 2 brick scatter (Fig. 336) is a former
chimney tower, with likely fireplace hearth that was part of an early rough cabin in
Acorn Hollow (see surmised cabin structure footprint on page 552, Fig. 417). Moreover, the brick
scatter is probably the purported Hi Good Cabin with chimney seen in the one-of-a-kind, black and
white, Minnie Brown Leininger photograph (Fig. 108) taken ca.1920. There is every reason to believe
that the bricks observed at the site and in the photo are one and the same.
The archaeological record also indicated that the bricks, mortar and foundational stones, as situated, were probably part of the north facing wall of the structure. Field student notes relate: “Based on
the elevation change in contour of land around Feature 2, the cabin structure may have followed along
within the edge of the rise in a general west to east fashion.” One cluster of basaltic stones observed in
Unit 3N1E, might well have served as foundational stones for the cabin structure’s northwest corner,
as opposed to foundational chimney/hearth stones.
Page 32 of Simeon Moak’s The Last of the Mill Creeks includes this description of the insides of
Hi Good’s sheep camp cabin, which corroborates what was observed in the Feature 2 trench excavation. Moak (1923:32) wrote:
The Indian knew Good had money buried and as soon as Good was gone he
began hunting for it. In his efforts to find it he tore up the cobble stone hearth in front
of the fireplace and dug several places where he thought it might be. He tore up some
of the wood floor. When Good returned on the 29th of April, he determined immediately from the condition of the house what had been going on. The Indian had taken
the ashes from the fireplace and given the hearth and floor a good scrubbing. “What
has been going on here, Ned?” asked Good.

About a fireplace - Besides the ample brick scatter, the “hole” observed in Unit 3N2E (Figures
337 and 339) is possibly the fireplace’s chimney base or floor. This bottom floor contained crumbled
brick that might have become disintegrated from heat as might be found in a chimney floor. This area
contained ash and extra mortar in this small area. Specimen 320-217 also consists of ten mortar fragments recovered from the adjacent Unit 3N3E unit. There was also one “rounded” basaltic stone (Fig.
338) that, with more testing, might be part of the cabin’s fireplace hearth.
About a cobblestone hearth - As for the purported “cobblestone hearth,” one rounded stone
was collected (320-408) that is somewhat “cobblestone like.” It is actually a prehistoric milling slab
recovered from the approximate middle of Unit 3N1E (See “ x” in Figure 337).
About a wood floor - A “wood floor” inside would be expected in such a rude cabin of the
1860’s. The wood has all since been burnt or removed. But the cluster of surrounding basaltic stones,
observed in Unit 3N1E suggest the possibility that they were foundational supports underneath a
wood floor.
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Based on its location,
this flat basaltic stone
likely served as part
of the foundation of
the NW corner of the
former cabin structure.

This flat and
rounded basaltic
stone likely served
as cabin’s interior
fireplace hearth.
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Figure 338.

Figures 337 & 338. Drawing (above) with respective photo enlargement of the SW corner of Unit 3N2E. The
“hole” (“H”) is possibly the chimney base or floor due to the greater concentrations of ash and mortar fragments locked together at this spot. Also, deeper down and buttressing the bricks (see Fig. 338 lower right), is
one large flat basaltic stone that could be part of the cabin’s foundation if not possibly one of the stones of the
cabin’s interior fireplace hearth. Photo taken 2/28/2004.
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Figure 339. Drawing of Feature 2 Brick Scatter.
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Two Possible Clues
• Did Robert Anderson build Hi Good’s cabin chimney? One Hi Good neighbor and
Indian hunter associate was Robert A. Anderson (1840-1915). Anderson was also a
“chimney builder.” George Mansfield’s (1918:635) History of Butte County, wrote about
Anderson that, “At an early age, he was apprenticed to learn the trade of stone mason,
one of his principal occupations being the building of brick chimneys.” If Anderson
did put up Hi Good’s cabin chimney for him, neither of them spoke of it, as far as is
known.
• Did Hi Good obtain his bricks from George Simpson of Tehama? One local brick-maker
to further investigate is Mr. George C. Simpson, Sr., who “opened a brick-making firm
in Tehama.” This fact came from Vina historian, Mrs. Frances V. Leininger.

Feature 2: Temporal Aspects
A few artifacts recovered from each of the three contiguous units have been dated. Because
of the brick and rock exposed in the length of the trench (See Fig. 338), the matrix underneath was
not all excavated to a true Level 1 (0-6”) depth when finished. No doubt some artifacts from Level 1
remain buried.
Collected from Unit 3N1E was specimen 320-613, a .45-90 Winchester, center fire gun shell
that the Lassen College (Susanville, CA) gunsmithing experts dated as “about 1886.”
From Unit 3N2E, a Lee workwear metal button (320-060) was found (See Fig. 263), which was
used from 1927-1935. Unearthed amongst the fallen bricks in Unit 3N3E was specimen 320-216, one
“1937” time-marker” Alka-Seltzer tube glass bottle. In about 1937, the brick chimney likely tumbled
over.*
______
* The direction in which the brick chimney fell remains undetermined. Speculation in some of the written field
notes conjectured that the chimney might have fallen in an easterly direction. There were some rather distinct
boundaries of the brick scatter observed, apparently more along the northeasterly side of the units.

Unit 3N1E, the most westerly of the three contiguous units, had the cut nails with earliest
projected period of use. Unit 3N2E artifacts recovered gave its second place, while Unit 3N3E had
the most recent estimated period of use. The percentage of cut versus wire nails provides the notion
that the older part of the trench is its western end (Unit 3N1E). Unit 3N1E had 59.6% cut nails over
wire nails. Unit 3N2E had 43%, while Unit 3N3E had 37%. These findings contradicts the fact that the
site’s earliest period unit, Unit 4N10E, lies east of the trench. Unit 4N10E had 96.5% cut nails found
versus wire nails (See map Fig. 391).
Periods of use notions (in years based on the Table 13 Index on page 528) for the trench units
are:
			
59.6% Unit 3N1E = about 1889
				
43%, Unit 3N2E = about 1892
				
37% Unit 3N3E = about 1893
However, as it remains, the range of these above dates are essentially the same.
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Table 4. “Feature 2 Brick Scatter Artifacts Dating Notions”
Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience Depth
320-613
3N1E		
0-6”
					
320-605
3N1E		
0-6”
320-598
3N1E		
0-6”

Description				
Date(s)
.45-90 Winchester center fire gun shell
ca. 1886
Headstamp: W.R.A. (Win. Repeat. Arms Co.)
Aqua glass, opalized bottle neck fragment ca. 1880-1920s
White Improved Earthenware		
ca. 1850s -1900

Cut nails*
3N1E = 59.6% cut nails; Based on Index #1 “Nails Analysis” notion: ca. 1891
Amethyst
3N1E= 62% (63/101 fragments found at site makes for notion: “Pre-1917”
glass fragments
320-060
3N2E		
0-6”
Lee workwear metal button
320-063
3N2E		
0-6”
.30 gun shell HS: REM UMC 25-3
320-064
3N2E		
0-6”
.25-35 gun shell				
Cut nails
3N2E = 43% cut nails; Based on Index #1 Nails Analysis Notion
320-070
3N2E		
0-6”
Aqua glass side panel fragments (2)
						
(medicinal elixir) 			
320-077
3N2E		
0-6”
Aqua glass/opalized windowpane(17)
												
320-250
3N3E		
0-6”
.45 Automatic. Colt revolver shell
320-251
3N3E		
0-6”
.38 rimfire HS: “U” gun shell
320-216
3N3E		
0-6”
Whole Alka-Seltzer bottle		
320-269
3N3E		
0-6”
White glass bottle base frag.		
320-270
3N3E		
0-6”
White glass bottle neck frag.		
320-271
3N3E		
0-6”
White glass fragments (7)		
Cut nails
3N3E = 37% cut nails; Based on Index #1 Nails Analysis Notion

1927-1935
1911-1934
1895 or later
ca. 1897
ca. 1890s
ca 1880-1920s
1912
1912 or later
1937
1870-1920s
1870-1920s
1870-1920s
ca. 1896

________
* Regarding NAILS: A total of 415 nails were collected from the Feature 2 Trench, of which 182 were cut nails
(43.8%) versus 233 wire nails (56%). Highest nail count went to Unit 3N3E, having 90 cut and 152 wire nails).

Early Brick Building’s Implications
Especially in the early decades of California history, brick and stone buildings were desirable
for their fire safety. However, brick and stone structures have always been more expensive to build
than wood structures. This is why brick and stone structures have always been in the “minority” both
in cities and in the countryside. This was so in Sacramento, Marysville, Red Bluff, and San Francisco.
About the early types of buildings in San Francisco, for instance, in Oscar Lewis’s (1866:143) San Francisco: Mission to Metropolis, “The number of buildings in the City of San Francisco on August 1, 1865
was 15,518 of which 12,268 were of wood and 3,250 of brick or stone.” This translates to only 26.4%
of the buildings. Lewis (1966:157) added, “In 1876 San Francisco had 27,000 buildings, of which 4,500
were of brick or stone and the remainder of wood.” This translates to the lesser percentage of 16.6%.
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In rural California, such as we have at the Hi Good site, rough cabins with field stone and
mud chimneys were very common. Brick chimneys with fireplace hearths were less common. Rural
cabins sometimes had a small cast iron stove set inside, from which a vertical stove pipe vented up
through the roof. Upon conducting a casual search for related structures in Tehama County, only
one image (Fig. 340 below) of an early cabin that dates to the 1860’s could be found that possessed
a center placed chimney along one of its walls, similar to the chimney in the vintage “Hi Good
Cabin” photo (Fig. 108 above).

Figure 341. circa 1855. Father
Paul Mark Schwan stands at back
entrance door on the north side
of the former Henry Gerke house,
with downstairs winery cellar made
of bricks. Photo by author on December 6, 2001.
Figure 340. 1860’s cabin with center placed chimney similar to the Minnie Leininger c. 1920 “Hi Good Cabin”
with chimney photo. Above is a 2007 rendering by Janice Newton of the 1860’s sketch by Helen Tanner Brodt
of Butte Creek Meadows, Tehama County, California, which appeared in the Californiana Vol. 3(1) 1969. Red
Bluff: Tehama County Library, p. 11.

Early Benton City (also known as Lassen’s) did have at least one brick house that dates back
to Hi Good’s era. It is former Henry Gerke’s brick house with wine cellar, which this researcher was
permitted to visit and photograph (Fig. 340 above). It was built ca. 1855, which was after Gerke obtained the land from Peter Lassen in 1852. The ownership of the building and property today belongs
to the Trappist monks of Abbey of New Clairvaux of Vina, CA.
Eight miles to the north of Hi Good’s Cabin, in the Town of Tehama, that Hi Good frequented
often, is another all brick structure (Fig. 342). It is today’s Tehama County Museum, built in 1859. If
records can be found about where its original 136,508 bricks came from, clues may come forward
about the origin of the Hi Good Cabin’s bricks. Were they brought in by steamers from Sacramento or
by oxen pulling wagons filled with the bricks? Or procured locally perhaps from the riverboat town
of Tehama? (See below Dan L. Mosier [2003] resource in “ Five More Brick Related Resources.”)
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Figure 342. Masonic Molino Lodge #150 of Free and Accepted Masons (upstairs) and Tehama School (downstairs in 1859. The original construction involved 136,508 bricks! (See same structure about one year later, Fig.
90 in Ch. 2, page 137). This building is still extant and serves today as the Tehama County Museum, City of
Tehama.
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Some Key Points and Resources Available
For Future Brick Study
One of the more informative resources is William C. Lazarus’ 1965 essay from Florida Anthropologist, Vol XVIII, No. 3, Part 2, pp. 69-84. Lazarus’ article concluded with:
Experience gained in this study indicates that good identification of bricks as to manufacturer,
site of manufacture and relative time of manufacture is feasible and may be of great assistance to
historical archaeologists. Excavations at old brick yards could be very significant if historical data is
available for time correlations.
About securing time or dating correlations, Lazarus’s essay emphasized how helpful whole
brick size measurements can be. Evidently at many sites in Florida, for instance, whole brick specimens
have been, according to Lazarus, “very difficult to find.” All total at CA-TEH-2105H, five whole bricks
were collected, one of which, specimen 320-411, is broken in two pieces. The nine specimens listed
below are whole bricks, brick fragments, and mortar fragments recovered from the trench units and
from Feature 1. Also, two mortar fragments only were taken from Unit 4N10E.
Bricks and Mortar Collected From CA-TEH-2105H

5 whole bricks, 6 brick fragments, and 10 mortar fragments
were collected as specimens

Specimen		
Horizontal
Number		
Provenience		
Depth		
320-409		
3N1E			
0-6”		
320-410		
3N2E			
0-6”		
320-411		
3N3E			
0-6”		
									
320-218		
3N3E			
0-6”		
320-406		
Feature 1		
Surface
320-407		
Feature 1		
Surface
320-347		
Feature 1		
0-48” 		
320-217		
3N3E			
0-6”		
320-208		
4N10E			
0-6”		

Description
Brick (whole)			
1/2 brick w/glaze		
Brick (whole, but
broken two pieces)
Brick fragments (3)		
Brick (whole) porous		
Brick (fragment)		
Brick (2 whole)		
mortar fragments (10)		
mortar fragments (2)		

		
Determination of whole brick measurements can be used, for example, to create a data base of
index numbers similar to the South Index Numbers data base used in Florida. The South Index was
started by Stanley South (1964). Index numbers allow other sites with bricks to be compared to help
provide time periods, places of brick manufacturing, et cetera.
Seven points learned for future brick interpreting are:
1. About brick measurements - Basic to any serious study of brick, is consideration of the proportions of common building brick. Generally speaking, the width of a brick is twice its thickness and
its length is equal to or a little more than twice its width, that is, 1:2:4 proportions.
2. About the Index Numbers system - This appears to be a convenient means for identifying
the basic brick traditions and it demonstrates a capability to identify changes of standards within the
traditions when such standards do exist. For example, the South Index Number method involves
simply obtaining the numerical sums of the length, width and thickness dimensions of whole bricks,
expressed in measurements down to one eighths of an inch.
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3. About dating and comparing brick traditions - The Lazarus article provides tables that list
“Dated Brick and Tile From The Pensacola, Florida sites.”
4. About “stamped” bricks -Many old bricks in the Pensacola area were “stamped,” such as
“M Bonifay.” At the Hi Good Cabin site, to date, none of the bricks observed were stamped. But
“stamped” names on bricks has been a tradition.
5. About describing bricks by color: Color descriptions are helpful, such as dull red, pink, cream,
light colored buff, tan, and gray colors. [Note: Some of the photographs taken of the bricks at the Hi
Good site were taken when they were wet. In that condition, they appeared to be an “orange-red.”]
6. About finding good clay deposits and/or field kilns - Because of the excellence of the clays,
Pensacola became an important brick making center prior to the Civil War.
What can be said that parallels this in northern California? Did Sacramento have a corner on
the early market in California because the clays were good there? What about in the town of Tehama
or Red Bluff?
Also, kilns are used to make bricks. Are there any local field kiln site locations known? From
Bailey (1966:101), “Common clay, mostly alluvial soil, was quarried in the late 1800’s, from several
localities (of Cascade range, Modoc plateau and Great Basin of NE CA) near the early towns of the
region. It was burned in field kilns to make bricks for local buildings [Edgar H. Bailey, ed., 1966 Geology of Northern California. US Geological Survey. San Francisco: CA Division of Mines and Geology.]
Brick types from the Hi Good Cabin site - The bricks observed were of two types. One is a
better made, commercial brick. The other is either a less well made or possibly older brick that tends
to disintegrate. One-half brick specimen (320-410) is described in the field notes as “blue glazed” and
“of the commercial type.”
7. About brick mineral signatures - What minerals, such as mica (or Franciscan chert perhaps)
are present in small or large quantities all bricks that are unique of a particular region? Franciscan chert
was said to be a raw material found in some of the local bricks. This author believes that Franciscan
chert is found naturally on the west side of the Sacramento Valley.

More Brick Related Resources
Touted by several as undoubtedly the best reference for archaeologists, with terrific bibliography is Karl Gurcke’s (1987) seminal work on bricks. Karl Gurcke is a Cultural Resource Specialist
with Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park, P. O. Box 517 Skagway, AK 99840.
There is also the California Bricks web site by Netfirms:
<http://calbricks.netfirms.com/brickhistory.html>
Of interest for further investigation is Mosier’s (2003) introductory essay about California brick
making history. Apparently, Sacramento was a hub for early brick making. Did oxen teams and/or
early steamers haul bricks from Sacramento to Tehama? Mosier’s data includes:
A. The first common brick was made in 1847 by George Zins at Sutterville, Sacramento County,
and by a Mr. Tyler in San Diego County. Zins’s house built in 1849 was first brick house in Sacramento.
B. By 1854, Sacramento had 500 brick buildings. Just within the city limits, there were 30
brickyards containing 40 brick machines capable of producing more than 250,000 bricks per day. Some
of the early brick makers were Mr. Harnett, Samuel Carlisle, P.B. Cornwall, F. Burke, Polk and Todd,
Pettit and Queen, Fountain Brothers, and Callahan and Ryan.
C. Also in 1854, John Ryan produced brick for the Sacramento and San Francisco markets
from his brickyard at 13th and Y streets in Sacramento. This was believed to be the first commercial
brickyard in California. He employed 20 and produced 2,000,000 bricks per year.
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Another resource is: BRICK AND TILE BIBLIOGRAPHY, made available through “retired” archaeologist K. Kris Hirst, part of his Tennessee Archaeology Net Bibliography Page. Web site
address <http://www.mtsu.edu/~kesmith/TNARCHNET/Pubs/Res_Bib.html>
Hirst provides publication assistance to scientists, with special attention to archaeology and
related fields. The e-mail to contact Ms. Hirst is: hirst@inav.net
Dr. Peter Schiffman’s informative e-mail received 11/26/2003, is reprinted below. The author
first learned of Professor Schiffman as a resource, when he reviewed the educational video, “The Obsidian Trail,” which includes an interview with him.
Hi Richard:
I got your letter requesting information on potential mineralogical work on bricks and
XRF Geochemistry on obsidian.
About Obsidian - Regarding the latter, I am sorry to say that our XRF went out of
commission about a years ago. The tube burnt out -and we didn’t have enough funds
(approx. $25K to replace it and the power supply). I’m not sure where the best place
to procure these analyses now. I’d suggest you contact Kelly McGuire at Far Western
fwarg@farawestern.com
About Bricks -Regarding a petrographic study of your bricks: This is potentially something which a geology student might wish to undertake as a paid job or possibly an
internship. If you want to send me a more detailed description and electronic version
of the project you have in mind, I’d be happy to circulate it to our students via e-mail,
and see if you get any bites.
Dr. Peter Schiffman, Professor of Geology.
Director, Electron Microphrobe Analytical Facility
Department of Geology
University of California, Davis 95616
530-752-3669 (office)
530-752-6582 (laboratory)
530-752-752-0951
One last brick related resource is to contact:
Mr. Charles P. Watson, M.A.
President and Chief Geologist
Advanced Geologic Exploration, Inc.
180 Main Street, P.O. Box 1956, Chester, CA 96020
Voice: (530) 258-4228 Fax (530) 258-4339
E-mail: cwatson@advancedgeologic.com
Web site: advancedgeologic.com
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The “Hi Good Cabin” Structure: Its History and Demise”
(circa 1866 - ca.1937)
“1866” is the probable year when the “Hi Good Cabin” was built in Acorn
Hollow, for it was in late 1866 that Hi Good began his new career as sheep operator, and he needed a sheepherder. Hi Good “obtained” the Indian boy, “Ned,”
from Samuel and Margaret Dicus who came from Missouri. They had the Indian
orphan named “Ned” with them. The Discus couple were new arrivals to Deer
Creek in 1866. This has been determined from (1) letters received from the Dicus
family relative, Mrs. Reita Marsh, of Springfield, MO (Frances Leininger Collection), and (2) from one 4/26/1941 newspaper article found, researched and
written by Bee staff writer, Harry Potter Bagley. Bagley interviewed respected
Butte County peace officer, Mr. J. A. “Teddy” Peck (1864-1944). Mr. Peck, in turn,
had secured the Indian Ned/Dicus family origin account from Obe Field (1810
- 1887), who, according to Simeon Moak (1923:31) was one of Hi Good’s “boon
companion.” (See Ch. 2 of this report, “Probable Origin of Indian Ned.”).
Based on how other similar cabins quickly degrade once abandoned
or were salvaged, it is probable that one or two of the structure’s larger corner
posts were first pulled down from the weight of the center roof beams. The wood
pieces invariably separated from the fireplace hearth, such that young ten year
old rancher boys —Normie, Wes, and John were three of them— no longer could
go explore inside or “play fort.” For maybe five years, the brick chimney tower
stood as a lone sentinel on the flat. Then the tower probably got some help. Bulls
or cows browsed and brushed by it. Maybe some one’s truck fender pushed on
it. A rider with rope might have lassoed it and with his horse pulled back on it.
It “falls” down about 1937, and the last of the structure is completely gone.
The one challenge that the cabin still stood in the 1960s was Fred Wikoff’s
testimony (see page 186). However, he may have seen another structure, the
Feature 5 “tack room,” for example, before it collapsed and was gone.
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Feature 3 Brick Alignment
(Unit 2S12E)
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Figure 343. Feature 3 Unit 2S12E, lies in the middle of
the “ranch road.” Photo looks towards the south. Photo
taken by Dr. Eric Ritter on 2/07/2004.

Figure 344. Screening and digging at Unit 2S12E on 2/21/2004.
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Feature 3 Interpretations

he Feature 3 “Brick Alignment” was observed in the middle of the ranch road (See Fig. 343)
known as the Moak Trail. Unit 2S12E was excavated in February, 2004, to investigate the curious anomaly. About twelve bricks were exposed in the unit and photographed (Fig. 344).
It is likely these bricks were put here, maybe with gravel, to strengthen the ranch road at this relative
low spot in what can be very muddy, almost adobe-like conditions for wagons or motorized vehicles
to cross. Upon arriving in the morning of Saturday, 2/28/2004, this unit was filled with standing
water from the previous night’s rain. There is probably no association with a chimney or early cabin
remains. There may have been extra bricks laying on the flat from the collapsed chimney tower that
someone used. None of these bricks were collected.
Seven artifacts, a low yield, were recovered, as listed below. No period of use ( dates) could
be established for them, except to note that the one cut nail is of the earlier type as opposed to wire
nail.
Two glass buttons (white and brown) seem to be an extension of Unit 4N10E from where the
only other two similar glass buttons (both white) were recovered (See Fig. 262 on page 390). A fifth
glass (or shell) button was also found in 2007, nearby in Unit 1S3E.
As for the two upholstery tacks (sizes 4 and 8), one other such tack, size 8 was found at the site
in Unit 3N1E (See Fig. 298 on page 420).

Table 5. Feature 3 Brick Alignment Artifacts Count

Specimen
Number
Provenience Depth		
320-053
2S12E		
0-6”		
							
320-611
2S12E		
0-6”		
							
320-054
2S12E		
0-6”		
320-055
2S12E		
0-6”		
320-058
2S12E		
0-6”		
320-056
2S12E 		
0-6”		
320-057
2S12E 		
0-6”		

Horizontal
Description			
Button (glass) white 4 hole
(Width 7/16” or 18 lines)
Button (glass) brown 4 hole
(Width 7/16” or 18 lines)
Cut nail (1) 7d			
Upholstery tack? (Size 8)
Upholstery tack? (Size 4)
Amber glass body Frag.(1)
Amber glass bottle Frag.(1)

Figure 345.
Feature 3 “Brick Alignment.”
Photo by author on 2/21/2004.
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Dates
n. d.
“		
“			
“
“
“
“
“
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Feature 4 The Road Segments

				
				
				

“Two roads diverged in a wood, and I___
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.”
--Robert Frost (1874-1963)
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Figure 346. This photo shows Road
segment #4, which starts at the twin
gate posts (foreground), and continues
northeast for 100 feet. It ends on the road
at the point where the Aermotor windmill
stands adjacent the road. These three
photos were taken on 11/21/2006.

Figure 347. Road segments #2
and #3 follow the ranch road visible in the distance from right to left.
Road segment #2 is that portion of
the road in front of the old blue oak
(right side). Road segment #3 is the
remaining 160 feet portion of the
road, which passes in front of the
Corral, Feed Shed, and Windmill
complex and ends at the twin gate
posts (far left).
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Figure 348. This photo looks north
at Road segment #1, and was taken
from the north bank of the Acorn Hollow seasonal wash. Road segment
#1 extends down this road for 200
feet. It ends on that part of the road
near where the old blue oak tree in
this distance can be seen (right side).
Unit 2S12E’s locale is situated middle
distant of this ranch road, the Moak
Trail. The most northerly portion of
Unit 2S12E is Road segment #2.
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Feature 4 Interpretations

eature 4 is the “ranch road” that traverses the entire flat of the Hi Good Cabin site. It is
currently a rural road of dirt and gravel. On maps this same road is named the “Moak
Jeep Road Trail” and rated for “4WD” use (See Fig. 122 on page 194 in VIII: “California Trails
History”).
For manageable investigation purposes, Feature 4 was divided into four segments. Several
artifacts were collected (See Table 1 below). The method used for identifying and collecting the artifacts involved metal detector sweeps by teams who worked back and forth across the respective road
segment and perpendicular to it. The teams first located, mapped, and pin flagged each ferrous metal
hit. Second, the teams returned and collected all artifacts judged as having diagnostic or interpretive
potential. This resulted in 76 specimens catalogued of which: 34 artifacts were recovered from Road
seg. #1, 26 artifacts from Road seg. #2, 28 artifacts from Road seg. #3, and 12 artifacts were collected
from Road seg. #4.
				

Road Segments and Associations Defined

Road segment #1 (See Fig. 348 bottom photo on opposing page), the farthest south segment,
was where the most artifacts were collected of all four road segments. It was also the longest road
segment, some two hundred feet in length. It enters onto the flat from the south, starting at the north
bank of the seasonal Acorn Hollow wash. Road seg. #1, continues north where it terminated just
before the south edge of Unit 2S12E (with Feature 3 “Brick Alignment”). The likely associations for
Road seg. #1 artifacts collected were the Feature 3 “Brick Alignment” and the Feature 5 “Collapsed
Structure” (See maps).
Road segment #2 (See Fig. 347 middle photo) was the shortest of the four road segments, being about 80 feet long. Typographically, Unit 2S12E was between the very wheel ruts of Road seg. #2.
Also, impacting Road seg. #2 partially was the eastern edge of Unit 4N10E (with Feature 6 “Ashy
Deposit”). Road segment #2’s termination line was made at the point where the ranch road passed
the Feature 1 “Depression” located east of the road.
Road segment #3 (See Fig. 347 middle) covered a 160 feet distance, more or less. It ended at
the gate posts of the Feature 8 “Corral, Feed Shed, and Windmill” complex. Road seg. #3’s artifacts
found had potential associations with Unit 6N2E E 1/2 (Feature 7 “Ashy Deposit”) on its west side
and the Feature 8 complex that it approached on its north and east sides.
Road segment #4 (See Fig. 346, top photo) was only closely associated with Feature 8, which
it skirted alongside the corral fence for about 100 feet distance. From the twin posts, Road seg.#4 ran
in a northeasterly direction.

Earlier Road Route Discovered
During the 2007 site field work, it was found that Road segment #1 from which we had been
collecting, was apparently not part of the original ranch road used by wagons and motorized vehicles
to enter and egress “Hi Good’s flat.” Evidently, in about 1945, the road “cut” was made that is used
today. This is the part of the ranch road today that diverts and slopes down from the Leininger-Rock
Quarry Road. Prior to this time, the point for driving wagons and/or early motorized vehicles across
the Acorn Hollow seasonal wash was about one mile farther downstream. On 2/17/2007, the author
succeeded in having John Aulabaugh (Fig. 349) pay a visit to the site. The Aulabaugh clan are long time
residents of Vina and Tehama County. John was born in 1933 and knows about everyone in Vina. On
that Saturday, the writer secured his taped interview. It deserves to be mentioned here that two years
prior, in October, 2005, this researcher had learned from Darrell Mullins that “One member of the local Aulabaugh family had found .44 bullets up on the red rimrock” (Burrill notes 10/16/2005). The
author has since learned that neither John nor Bob Aulabaugh had kept them nor could they provide
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Figure 349. Mr. John Aulabaugh
(born 1933) visiting the site. Photo
by author, 2/17/2007.

any more details.
Two insights shared by John Aulabaugh on 2/17/2007,
were these:
When I was a little old, was when I
realized it was the Moak Trail. We always
called it the Bible Trail.*
Well, the road has changed some. The
old road is a little bit different. This old cut
back didn’t used to be here. The road came
up here from the bottom. It followed closer
to the creek. This here was put in later when
they made that cut back, basically [it ends
up] pretty close to the same place.

_________
*The “Bible Trail” refers to the historical figure, William “Bill” Morse Bible (1877-1950). John’ Aulabaugh’s younger
brother, Bob Aulabaugh, now in Olympia, WA, has since confirmed with maps received that Bible’s Cabin camp
was five miles up the Moak Trail east of the study area and on the north side of the trail in Section 8 (Morris Flat
area) of the adjacent T25N, Range 1E of the Diablo. Meridian (See Figures 351 & 352).

It was evident that there is a swale or indented road cut that is faintly discernible in the distance
when standing and looking SW from the site’s datum (See Fig. 350 below). This swale’s trajectory
crosses the flat diagonally and used to intersect with the present ranch road at about the spot of the
blue oak with Feature 1 Depression (See blue oak in Fig. 348, right side). This is both where Road Seg.
#2 begins and agrees with Mr. Aulabaugh’s recollection (See also map Fig. 1 above).

Figure 350. This photo was
taken at was Hi Good Cabin site
on 10/4/2003, and looks to the
southeast . The black lines show
from where the earlier road is
said to have entered the flat and
went diagonally across it.
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Figure 351. Pictured (Left to right) Clyde Speegle (1902-1940) and William
Morse Bible (1877-1950) standing in front of the Bill Bible Cabin. Former Vina
local Robert W. Aulabaugh wrote to this researcher: “Bill Bible Home. It was
north of the trail and was facing to the south. There were two buildings and as I
recall the one they are standing in front of was the first to fall.” Photo courtesy
of Frances Leininger.

N

Figure 352. “Bill Bible’s Home.” Hand written on
this 1953 quadrangle map by former Vina resident
Robert W. Aulabaugh confirms the location of the
old Bill Bible Place. The map’s small cabin icon is
clearly placed on the north side of the ‘Moak Jeep
Trail” and to the left of the number “8,” for Section
8 of the respective Township 25N, R1E.
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Artifact Interpretations
Diagnostic Personal Group items found in Feature 4 road segments comprised a mix of 21 spent
gun shell fragments. This was 32% of the armament pieces found at the site. One vintage metal button (320-517) recovered from Road segment #2 is associated with Unit 4N10E wherein three similar
vintage metal buttons were also found (See all four metal buttons in Figures 260 & 261 on page 390).
Wagon/Buggy artifacts found - As expected --because of the fact that a ranch road runs across
the study area flat-- about 20 Wagon/Buggy related artifacts were recovered from the site all total, of
which three diagnostic wagon parts came from Feature 4 road segments (See Table 6 below). Thirteen
more diagnostic wagon parts are listed in Ch. 5 “Industrial Group” on pages 425, 430-431 with Figures
304, 311 and 312. Four of these come from the site’s NE quadrant also close to the Feature 4 ranch road.
One partial wagon brake pedal (320-344) had been inadvertently tossed into the refuse hole, Feature
1.
Why were several Wagon/Buggy parts found at the site? Over time, wagons apparently serviced those who lived and worked at the study area. Obe Field, for example, was one of these. Obe
was also a teamster. It is known he was still living “somewhere” in Vina as late as 1885, which is the
year when Herbert Kraft became the first to received the Deed (D) for all of Section 21, from the 		
Central Pacific Railroad Company (See VI: “Land History” as well as Obe Field sketch on pages 145151). Thus, it is possible but not confirmed that some of these wagon parts may have come from an
Obe Field’s wagon!
Access to and from the study area by riding in a wagon was a time saver as opposed to tramping up or down the 1.8 miles distant access road through Acorn Hollow to Mayhew’s Crossing (See
Ch. 2 Figures 58 and 60 maps; also Anderson (1909:10) referenced “. . . a store at the Mayhew stage
station”). Wagons brought in ranch supplies. Locals would walk or ride in regularly to Mayhew’s store
to check whether they received any mail. Mayhew’s was on the Shasta Road also known as the Wagon
Road. The California Stage Company line followed the Shasta Road with major hubs in Marysville,
California to Portland, Oregon. From the side bar data provided in Ch. 2, 106, “In 1856, the stage left
from Marysville, “every day at 2 p.m.” (McNamar 1992:41). Those who lived and worked at the study
area and had wagons, would have likely used them to transport ranching supplies and/or personal
items desired from the commercial hub of Tehama, which was the closest river boat town with warehouses, north eight miles distant (See Ch. 2 Figures 88 and 89, page 136).
Keeping with Hi Good’s situation, the archival data (Moak 1923:30-33) reveals that Good relied
on his horse, Buck, rather than wagons, to procure vegetables from his garden maintained on his headquarters property in Section 33, 1 1/2 miles due south. It is told how Hi Good, who was also athletic
and a good tramper, to obtain the produce for himself, for Obe Field living with him (in 1870) and his
sheep camp crew, would make a bee line route when returning. Because he had to cross angular lava
rock strewn hills, Good would lead Buck, by the bridle-reins (Anderson 1909:84). The one horse tack
related item found in Road segment #4, a trigger snap fragment (320-547), is for a hasp to a lead rope
used to lead docile animals. At first there was the thought that Good might have used it. However,
this one is also made of an aluminum alloy. It would not have been in use during Hi Good’s era.
Again, as also described in the Industrial Group section, the ranch road (also known as Moak’s
Trail) that traverses the Hi Good Cabin’s flat fools the visitor who has not traveled the entire length
of this trail. The Moak (or “Bill Bible” road) changes drastically to a 4WD road less than one mile east
of the site. That is because the road’s black dirt observed at the site changes in the foothills to ancient
and angular lava cap rocks (see Fig. 118). The only other way to navigate the upper reaches of the
Moak Trail is to either walk it or by having strong and sturdy pack animals.
This introduces what some of the other artifacts collected at the site confirms, that the “road”
here at the Hi Good Cabin site was also a short-lived staging area for pack trains to haul supplies.
The sidebar data provided on this next page (above) tells that Good, in April of 1866, started his pack
train from Chico, and from there to the miners and to the Owyhee Avalanche newspaper in Silver City,
Idaho, a distance of 500 miles one way.
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Possible Pack Train Artifacts —In the Industrial Group interpretations, Fig. 305 illustrates the one
1/2” diameter burr (320-561) found in Unit 6N2E E1/2, that was very possibly used to attach panniers, canvas bags, and the like, to the pack saddle carried by a beast of burden. News Flash! In 2007,
adjacent and on the west side of Road segment #3, two “shoes” were recovered, small enough to have
been used on a donkey or burro.
Hi Good’s Pack Train Route from California to Idaho
The big silver strike in Idaho occurred in 1862. The Chico to Idaho Humboldt Road was completed
in 1865 with weekly saddle trains that took passengers and mail. On July 11, 1865, the first stage from
Chico to Ruby City passed through Susanville (Amesbury 1967:29-30) . The Moak Trail was conducive
for only strong and sturdy pack animals.
Good’s Pack Train Route to Idaho -1866 April 28, The Chico Weekly Courant reported that “On
Monday of this week, the travel Northward of this week was opened by Hi Good’s train of five wagons
and fifty pack animals . . . .” [The parties] “. . . started from or passed through Chico route, over the Chico
and Idaho route for different section of Nevada, Idaho, and Montana.” This was the Humboldt Wagon
Road (much of Hwy. 32 today). In about 1866, the Humboldt Wagon road went over the summit then
down across Big Meadows, up the Gold Run Road and into Richmond (a larger community then than
Susanville). The route next headed north and skirted through SE Oregon.
Kimball and his crew’s history making trip with sheep to Idaho - It is probable that Hi Good turned
to sheep as a result of Gorham Gates Kimball, John W. Burgess and George Hoag success story in 1865,
in herding some 3,700 sheep from Red Bluff to Boise City, Idaho. Upon reading Wentworth’s (1954:52)
details in Kimball’s 1865 journal, the “rest of the crew” are not forgotten to history, namely: Indians Dick and
Buck, two tireless working dogs, Jim and Flora, as well as six riding horses utilized. Kimball’s trail map is
also insightful with its details in Wentworth’s (1954:65) publication. Early sheep industry accounts include
Wentworth 1951a, 1951b, 1954; Briggs 1996; McNabb 1983, as well as this researcher’s interviews of
sheep man Jack Haslem now published in all four issues in 2007 of the Suffolk News, Vol. 14, numbers
71, 72. 73 & 74 (See Bibliography).

Dating Interpretations
Gun cartridges -As for older artifacts found at the site, significant is the cluster of six .44 Henry
Flat gun cartridges recovered from Road segment #4. The four with the “H” on their respective headstamp were made as early as 1860. The Ch. 5 map about the firearms distribution shows that only Unit
4N10E had a larger cluster (having 10). Road segment #4 area also is in the vicinity of the windmill
structure. Recall that the windmill is the most likely place where an early hand dug well might have
been. Hence, this site data indicate that the Road segment #4/windmill area is a prime area to conduct
future excavation and data recovery.
Amethyst glass notion -Keeping with the subject of where to dig in the future and older gun
shells found, Road segment #3 was found to be perhaps the second best place to keep investigating.
Of the five amethyst glass fragments to be recovered from Feature 4, four were from Road segment
#3 (while Road segment #2 had one found). Amethyst glass provides the notion for “pre-1920” artifacts to be likely found (Adkison 2002:1:22). So, corroborating this notion, sure enough, was one more
.56-.46 Spencer “necked type” gun cartridge fragment (320-533), with 1866 - 1919 period use, that was
found in Road segment #3.
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The 14 other, more recent gun shell pieces found in the Feature 4 road segments were largely of
the types that hunters and individual passerby likely were using when target practicing. For example,
specimens 320-550 and 320-551 are “minie ball” lead of .54 caliber. Their dates were interpreted by
the gun authorities consulted as “modern.” Jim Wages, gunsmithing expert for Lassen Community
College commented on 5/31/2006, about the minie ball pieces that:
“These were possibly supply ammo that were shot in the ground by someone, perhaps target practicing. The knurling lines mean they are both ‘swadged’ and modern,
probably somebody out there target practicing.”
Four of the modern gun shell types were also determined to be “time markers.” They are:
• “1945” - .30 caliber brass shell “military” casing (320-552) with headstamp: “S. L. & 45” (Salt Lake,
US military arsenal, made in 1945. Collected from Road segment #4.
• “1984”for one; “1989” for three - .223 caliber military center fire gun shells (4 total) The respective year of manufacture for each is stamped on its headstamps: “1984, 1989, 1989 and 1989.” All four
collected from Road segment #1.

Figure 353.
Map: 1953 “Panther Spring” Quadrangle U.S. Geological Survey, Tehama County,
California, shows the windmill with an adjacent structure (feed shed?) in Section 21.
Shown also is the “Moak Jeep Road Trail.” Its trail head: (1) traverses the “Hi Good
Cabin” flat (2) continues NE and keeps on Deer Creek’s north bank ridge line to
Deep Hole Camp; (3) trail then continues north to Lassen Emigrants’ Trail and Obe
Field’s Spring (T26N,R2E). Pack trains would continue through Deer Creek Meadows to Big Meadows, east to Susanville and NE to the miners in Idaho.
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Table 6 Feature 4 Road Segments Artifacts Count
* Nails also recovered from Feature 4 are listed in Table 14 on page 529).

Specimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience		
ROAD SEGMENT #1:
320-486
Road Seg. #1
320-487
Road Seg. #1		
320-488
Road Seg. #1		
320-489
Road Seg. #1		
320-490
Road Seg. #1		
320-492
Road Seg. #1		
320-493
Road Seg. #1		
320-494
Road Seg. #1		
320-494
Road Seg. #1		
320-494
Road Seg. #1		

Depth		
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”

320-497
Road Seg.# 1		
0-6”
						
320-484
Road Seg. #1		
0-6”
320-485
Road Seg. #1		
0-6”
320-491
Road Seg. #1		
0-6”
320-495
Road Seg. # 1		
0-6”
						
320-496
Road Seg. #1		
0-6”
							
320-498
Road Seg. #1		
0-6”
							
320-499
Road Seg. #1		
0-6”
[320-#500-507 were fourteen nails collected in #1]
ROAD SEGMENT #2:
320-516
Road Seg. #2 		
0-6”
320-512
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
320-513
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
320-514
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
320-517
Road Seg.#2		
0-6”
320-518
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
320-519
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
							
320-511
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
320-509
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
320-510
Road Seg. #2		
0-6”
[320-#521-525 were thirteen nails collected in #2]
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Description		

12 g. shotgun; Rem-Peters
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ’89
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ’89
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ’89
.223 Military Cf HS: L.C. ‘84
.22 “Super X” long rifle (W)
.22 “Super X” long rifle (W)
.22 long rifle			
.22 long rifle			
.22 long rifle, HS: “U”		

Dates
1934, 1960 or later
1989
1989
1989
1984
1960 or later
1960 or later
1960 or later		
1960 or later
1960 or later

Cast iron rectangular fragment no date
(2 1/4” x 15/16” x 1/8” thick)
nut, size 11/16” w/ hole diam. 5/16 ”
“
carriage bolt 3/8” shaft. length 2 5/8”
“
baling wire (twisted) fragments		
“
Metal strap. rhomboid shaped. 		
“
1 9/16”” x 7/8”
Metal strap. Rectangular 		
“
1 1/4” x 3/4”
Metal strap. Rectangular 		
“
1 15/16” x 7/8”
Fence tack, length 1 1/2”		
“

.410 g. shotgun shell fragment Cf
“
W.I.E. plate bottom fragment
1850’s - 1900
Dark olive green bottle glass frag. no date
Dark olive green bottle glass neck frag. “
Button (Metal) 4 hole. width 7/16” ca. 1800 -1860?
Metal strap 2 7/16” x 1 1/8”
no date
Metal strap (heavy) barrel hoop
“
with 2 rivets (6 1/4” x 1 1/4” x 1/16”) “
Amethyst bottle glass base fragment Pre- ca. 1920
Aqua (green) fragment (1)
no date
Aqua (light) fragment (1)		
“

-continuedSpecimen
Horizontal
Number
Provenience
Depth		
Description		
Dates
ROAD SEGMENT #3:
320-533
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
.56-.46 Spencer gun shell
1866 - 1919
320-527
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Spoon Large serving spoon
no date
320-534
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
W.I.E. plate rim fragment
1850’s - 1900
320-535
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
W.I.E. plate rim fragment
1850’s - 1900
320-530
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Strand separator twisted 6”
no date
320-531
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Wire loop and twisted on one end.
						
3/4” x 2.5”
							
320-532
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Wire fence clip; to use 		
“
						
with T post. 6” length
320-528
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Strap for a barrel possibly
“
							
8 3/4” x 3/4”
320-529
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Metal stap frag. folded		
“
						
into square 3/4” x 3/4”
320-526
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Wagon reinforcement flat
“
						
metal strap w/hole & beveled top 				
			
			
(16 7/8” x 1 3/8” x 1/4”)
320-537
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Amethyst glass fragment (1)
Pre- ca. 1920
						
with lead seal on lip
320-538
Road Seg. #3 0-6”
Amethyst glass fragments (3) Pre- ca. 1920
[320-#540-546 were eleven nails found in #3]
ROAD SEGMENT #4:
320-552
320-553
320-554
330-555
320-556
320-557
320-558
320-550
320-551

Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4
Road Seg. #4

0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”

.30 ”military” HS: S. L..& 45
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P” 		
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P” 		
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”		
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”		
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H” 		
Minie ball lead .54 		
Minie ball lead .54		

320-549

Road Seg. #4

0-6”

Animal vaccination bottle

1959

320-547
Road Seg. #4 0-6”
						

Trigger snap fragment 		
made of aluminum alloy

Probable 1950s

320-548
Road Seg. #4 0-6”
Bailing wire tie end fragment
320-539
Road Seg. #4 0-6”
Aqua glass curved fragment
[320-509 was the one “cut” nail recovered in #4]
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1945
1872-1878 or 1887-1944
1872-1878 or 1887-1944
1860 - 1870 probable
1860 - 1870 probable
1860 - 1870 probable
1860 - 1870 probable
appearance “modern”
appearance “modern”

no date
“

S

Figure 354. Moak Trail runs directly across the flat of the Hi Good Cabin site, CA-TEH2105H. Photo orientation looks south. Photograph taken by author on 11/0 8/2003.

Figure 355. “The Moaks Have Returned.” Wyatt Moak (son) and Lyman Pete Moak (father) of
Concow Valley (Butte County) were excavation participants at the Hi Good Cabin site. Pioneer
Indian antagonist Jacob Moak (1834-1927) who fought the Mill Creek renegades was Pete
Moak’s great-great-grandfather. Photo taken by author on 2/14/2004.
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Nails - Thirty-nine nails were recovered from all the road segments, of which 30 (76.9%) were
cut nails. The most nails found in any of the four road segments were 14 nails from Road Segment #1.
Of these 14, nine (64.2%) were cut (square) nails.
Vintage Artifact - From road Seg.#2 a vintage metal button (320-517) was recovered. It is invariably associated with Unit 4N10E, wherein three similar metal buttons were also collected (See Ch.
5 Personal Group Figures 260 & 261 on page 390 in Historic Artifacts section). If this metal button can
be verified as a one piece cast metal button, according to the Vicki Adkison (2002:4.8) reference, this
artifact would date to “ca. 1800 to 1860.”
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Feature 5 Collapsed Structure

Figure 356.
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Figure 357. Author standing in front
of the collapsed wooden structure
and the same tree as seen in the
preceding page photo (Fig. 356) on
12/08/2001.

Figure 358. Mike Hamilton, part owner
of the study area property, touches
one of the footing stones about which
he heard from his father was an
early line cabin. Photo by author on
12/8/2001.
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U

Feature 5 Interpretations

pon review of oral history testimonies, two
use interpretations surfaced for the historic
Feature 5 “Collapsed Structure,” namely:
that it was a former line cabin and/or a tack room.
Property owner Mike Hamilton provided his
recollected on two different days:
• On April 10, 2003, Mike Hamilton
remarked that the Feature 5 remains
of a wooden building were relocated, actually dragged here, from
a nondescript location from farther
downstream along the Acorn Hollow
seasonal wash, to become its last resting place in about 1928. The structure
was called a sheepherder’s shack or
line cabin.

Figure 359. Mike Hamilton.
Photo by Richard Burrill taken, 12/08/2001

• On September 27, 2003, Hamilton announced that:
“In 1936, there was another cabin brought back to here, the line shack, as this was
both a cattle and sheep ranch owned by Cone and Ward. The cabin remains there were
actually downstream from here about 150 yards. They moved it to this spot because in
about 1936, they had quite a flood.” [See below “Addendum: Dotherow Cabin”]

Line Cabins: What Are They?
A point of beginning for interpreting the Feature 5 structure remains was to find early line
cabins still standing as a basis for making comparisons. Vina cattleman Mike Hamilton provided this
definition:
A line shack. It’s a western term, a place where people could come in and stay,
approximately five miles apart. There was no lock on a line cabin. There was canned
food. A line cabin was normally set on a “property line.” That’s where the name comes
from. Sheepers, cattlemen, trappers. They brought the grub. They shared the supplies of
these line cabins. That was their survival. If one of them got a broken leg, access to the
line cabin was what kept them alive. But you couldn’t do it if you were an Indian. That
was one of the problems. If you are doing a round up and your larders were emptied
out, then that was a threat on your livelihood.
As a sheep operator for many years, Jack Haslem of Susanville remarked about line cabins:
“They are, simply, small shelters to stay in at night used by sheepherders.”
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Yesterdays and Today’s Line Cabin
The following is part of the 2007 interview of Jack Haslem: The line cabin of sheep operations are not found on a sheep rancher’s headquarters place, but rather are up in the plateau
and mountain country where one’s herds are trailed. Line cabins today are far and few to
be seen (See opposite Fig. 360). Traditionally “line cabins” are small sheds, that the bigger
“short season” outfits maintain as places where their ranch “hands” can stay the night inside,
as opposed to sleeping outside on the ground. Many of today’s modern line cabins are “portables.” They are made of prefabricated fiberglass or plastic and come “with wheels” so that
they can be transported along the trail and placed “in a line” (for which line cabins get their
name), along the route that the sheepherders will be trailing their herds (Burrill 2007).
Eyewitness Account in 1875 - Traveler and naturalist writer, Joseph Le Conte, described seeing “line cabins” in 1875. Le Conte was not impressed by their appearance. He (1875:104)
observed:
“Since leaving Yosemite we have seen no houses; in fact, no human beings but a few shepherds. As the flocks require to be driven from one
pasture to another, these men live only in hastily constructed sheds, covered
with boughs. In this shepherd’s life there may be something pleasant when
viewed through the imagination only; but in reality it is enough to produce
either imbecility or insanity. The pleasant pictures drawn by the poets, of
contemplative wisdom and harmless enjoyment, of affectionate care of the
flock, of pensive music of pipes—these possibly, probably, once did exit; but
certainly they do not exist now, at least in California.”

On May 5, 2005, this research traveled the lower section of the old Peter Lassen Emigrants’ Trail
in Tehama County. Encountered and photographed was one of the last line cabins still extant near the
spot called Tenmile (See Figures 360 & 361 opposite). The Lassen Trail was “heavily used in 1849, for
about 8,000 persons but was used infrequently after 1850 because the emigrants learned of its severe
hardships” (Swartzlow 1964:72). This line cabin is properly called the Robert Ward Cabin. Mr. Ward,
now deceased, built the line cabin in about 1955. Robert’s father was sheep rancher Gorham Cone
Ward (1885-1966) of Los Molinos, who also experienced a chance encounter with Ishi in May, 1914, as
related in Eva Marie Apperson’s We Knew Ishi (1971:94-95). In the We Knew Ishi book, the story picks
up when crossing over to Mill Creek, Ishi’s party encountered some hazardous country, such that Ishi
confidently knew he could show the others one of his familiar footpaths. Mrs. Apperson wrote:
“Merle [Apperson] then said, “All right old boy, Columbus took a chance, so will
we. You’ve been here longer than I have; You surely can’t lose yourself and if you do,
we are still with you.” He then fell in line behind Ishi who led them in a strange but
easy going path. It so happened in the unfamiliar area they came upon a large band
of sheep. Gorham Ward, a prominent young business man and resident of Tehama
County, had just brought his sheep in for spring grazing. He was astounded at meeting them and asked if they were not lost. This was soon explained. Although he
knew about the wild man, Ishi—even after introductions, Gorham was reluctant to
believe, but he was grateful to find a more accessible route to his rangeland.”
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Figure 360. The Robert E. Ward “Line Cabin” on the
old Lassen Emigrants’ Trail, built in about 1955 by
Robert E. Ward, now deceased. This structure has
the attributes of line cabins of yesterday, namely, its
wooden floor, the foot stones, its board and batten
wall construction, and its roof covering of sugar pine
shake shingles. Photograph by author, 5/07/2005.

Figure 361. This nail on the outside of the Robert Ward
line cabin, has been clinched. At the Hi Good Cabin site,
approximately five of the nails found during 2003-2004 had
also been clinched.

Tack Room Use Interpretation

(“The Collapsed Structure Was Dotherow’s”)

It was later on when Joseph Paul Golonka (born in 1927) was recommended as an important
person to interview by Frances Leininger. “I don’t know why I had never thought of him earlier for
you,” she said. This author interviewed Mr. Golonka by telephone on December 21, 2007.
The Golonka family had moved to Vina in 1941. Joseph Golonka now resides in Red Bluff and
was still lambing lambs at his sheep operation located in Gerber, Tehama County, California. Golonka
said that he graduated in ‘42 from Filmore Hi School, today Ventura High School. His parents had
bought property in Vina in 1938. He moved to Vina to be with his parents in ‘41. But then he went off
to serve in the US Navy in the Pacific during WW II. Upon his return, he said he ran a caterpillar and
helped Carmichael and other ranchers by using his caterpillar.
Mr. Golonka began:
“Roy Carmichael moved the Deth-er-age [sic] cabin on sleds to the Hi Good flat
because that was where everything was. Hi Good’s cabin was west of the windmill.
Detherage’s cabin was used for a tack room. It served for years as Carmichael’s tack
room. That way his saddles and gear were locked up, out of view, and were less likely
to be stolen.” (Underscore author’s).
Upon this author relating to Frances Leininger on January 21, 2008, what Golonka had said,
this triggered her long term memory. She recalled back to about 1946 with:
“When Roy Carmichael obtained his winter range property in Vina, Roy told ‘Eph’
Leininger [father-in-law of Frances] that he needed some kind of building set out to
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serve as his tack room. ‘Eph’ showed Carmichael the old ‘Dotherow’ place. ‘Eph’ felt
that the old Dotherow cabin on his land had become a nuisance, since teenagers were
using it for wild parties. He told Roy Carmichael that he could have it.”
“Where was the Dotherow place located?” this researcher asked.
Frances explained that ‘Eph’ Leininger over time obtained the property where
the Dotherow’s place once stood. It was north and west of the Hi Good.” She added,
“I’ve got the deed papers about ‘Eph’s original land purchase if you want to see it.”
In summary, it is surmised that the “tack room” use interpretation for the Feature 5 “Collapsed
Structure” has the best corroborative data. Mike Hamilton was correct, whose father had told him,
that the structure was dragged to the study area. This transpired sometime during 1946 to 1951, about
the time when the windmill was also installed.
Eli Dotherow (1847 - d. Feb. 28, 1930) married Naomi Elmira Tetrick Hensey (1851- d.
Dec. 5, 1906) and were Vina farmers in the period, 1908 -1910. Based solely on the places of
birth of their seven children, it appears that Eli Dotherow hailed from Tennessee; that he met
his wife, Naomi Tetrick, who hailed from Kansas. The couple came first to Galt, California, in
about 1876. This is where their first child was born named “Effie” Tennessee Dotherow. Frances
Leininger remembered “Effie” the most. “She became one of my early friends in Vina. Effie had
four husbands. She died in Vina.” From the Lingenfelter Archives (1996), she on August 27, 1971.
The Dotherows may have come to Cana (Butte County) as early as 1881, for this is
where their son Eugene Dotherow was born in Chico in 1881. It is known that during 1908
- 1910, Eli Dotherow was working as a “farmer” in Vina with family (also from the Lingenfelter Archives 1996). Their seven children were: Effie Tennessee Dotherow (b. 1876), Della
Washington Dotherow (b. 1879, who married Marsene Speegle and had seven boys, inclusive of Clyde, Mel, and Homer Speegle who were with their father and Ishi during parts
of the May, 1914 “return” camping trip [Burrill 2001:96-127;182-191], Eugene Dotherow (b.
1881), Elmer Dotherow (b. 1888), Lionel Dotherow (b. 1884) and Reita Dotherow (b. 1895).

Golonka added during the same 2007 phone call interview that Ephraim Leininger had been
his mentor and teacher about sheep when he first arrived in Vina. His approximate words were:
“He taught us how to ride horses. He was a good neighbor. ‘Eph’ had two sheepherders who worked for him -- Charley Walker and Bill Smith. Bill was the older of the two
and was veteran of WW I.”
Golonka also remembered what Charley Walker had told him that:
“Yes, we saw the Indians in the cañons. They broke camp when we arrived and
faded away into the brush in such a hurry. ‘Eph’ left them several lambs for food. The
Indians were still living up in the cañons in the 1930’s, way after Ishi. 1937 was the last
year. ‘Eph’ told me that Hi Good had two young boys and he sold them to somebody
in Tehama.
“‘Eph’ told me that Hi Good was a terrible man. The Indians finally killed and hanged
Hi Good. They knew he was coming back from Deer Creek.”
Joseph Golonka shared with this interviewer that he married his wife, Elaine Kirsteirns, in 1952.
They had four children. In 2007, Joseph Golonka and his wife were living in Red Bluff, California.
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-491Feature 5 “Collapsed Structure.” Drawing by Joyce Abbott.
Figure 362.

Review of Feature 5 Field Notes and Photo Record
The author first witnessed the collapsed structure (Feature 5) on December 8, 2001 (see photos,
Figures 356, 357 and 358) when driven out to the study area by property owner Mike Hamilton.
Field Notes by Richard Burrill on 2/28/2004:
The author observed the collapsed remains with Joyce Abbott. She shared how she believed
that some of the footing stones, which were laying in situ, were spaced 48 inches apart. About them, it
is evident that to the east side (towards the corral fence side) four stones were each spaced accordingly,
48 inches apart. Two more stones were observed on the west side (See above Fig. 361 drawing).
About the lumber laying on the ground:
• Footing stones 48” apart.
• All boards are planed, probably siding lumber.
• Lumber measurement [no lengths recorded] x 1 3/4” thick x 5 7/8” wide.
• One old cut, unplaned was 2’ x 6’.
		
Field Notes by Joyce Abbott on 2/28/2004:
• Three pieces of galvanized tin roofing in [amongst] board pile.
• Was able to determine the direction of fall of the building by the lay of the boards and their
position to one another (See notes in Fig. 363).
• Determined footings for building which were 48” apart on eastern side—[On the] west 2

Figure 363. Photo looks south.Pair of possible
footing stones that are 48” apart are in foreground (left).
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Feature 6 Ashy Deposit
(Unit 4N10E)

			
			

“Good lived in Acorn Hollow at this time
and had a fine ranch and garden on Deer Creek
about one mile and a half south.”
—Simeon Moak (1923:32)
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Figure 364.
Excavating Unit 4N10E (foreground). Feature 6 associations are well illustrated in this 2/28/2004
photo, which looks west. Notice that only 30-35 feet distant are Feature 2 “Brick Scatter from
Hi Good Cabin structure” (left, behind the two screeners) and Feature 7 “Ashy Deposit” in
Unit 6N2E E1/2 (right side in background).
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Feature 6  Ashy Deposit Interpretations

he archaeological data of Feature 6 (“Ashy Deposit” in Unit 4N10E) suggests we have found
Hi Good’s sheep “camp” in Acorn Hollow. Four confirmed sheep bone fragments were
recovered from here (See Ch. 8 illustrations, pages 545-548). Hi Good’s presence is further
suggested based on the recovery from Unit 4N10E of all three gun ammunition types attributed
to Hi Good (See Fig. 277 on page 399; Fig. 365 on next page). Moreover, the highest percentage of
said ammunition cartridge types found in this same unit were significantly the .44 Henry flat type
(10/12 = 83%). Henry spent cartridges all possess their telltale “sure fire” dual indentations. The
archival documents clearly state that the Henry was the gun type that Hi Good last possessed and
was still using at the time of his dramatic demise on May 4, 1870 (See Ch. 3 “Earliest Published Accounts.”).
They affirm that Hi Good resided for his last years in Acorn Hollow (rather than on his ranch
along Deer Creek); that it was at his “camp”(Delaney 1872) where Good kept the three Yahi/Yana
female prisoners as his hostages during March, April, and early May of 1870. Good had forcedmarch the three female hostages to his camp in mid-March of 1870, after he had shot the Indians’
“Old Doctor.”   
  These events, in turn, two weeks later led to Ishi’s likely involvement in the “Five
Bows”ceremony as one of the five peace envoys; and Ishi being escorted with the rest of his band by
Wm. Seagraves to Hi Good’s sheep camp (Waterman 1918:57-59).
The data points to Unit 4N10E and presumably its immediate vicinity as having the site’s earliest occupancy.  points earliest occupancy. The oldest artifacts recovered from the site were retrieved
Unit 4N10E. For example, the one diagnostic, white clay (kaolin) tobacco pipe fragment found (Fig.
249), arguably has the oldest manufacturing time line. “Clay tobacco pipes . . . have been around for
over 300 years” (Hitchcock 2009).The starting year is “1860,” for the six .44 Henry Flat cartridge casings with “H” on their headstamp found in this unit (See Fig. 365). Unit 4N10E had 96.5% cut (square)
nails which presumes an “1889 or earlier” date (See Table 13 Nail Notions Index, page 528). Also, in
2007, the contiguous Unit 5N9E to Unit 4N10E  also contained four more .44 Henry Flat cartridges.

Table 7. Nail Counts of Unit 4N10E
A total of 345 nails were collected of which 333 were square nails (96.5%) versus
only 12 wire nails (3.4%).
Square (cut) Nails
333 square nails [of which only 42 (12.6%) were in good enough condition to
measure]; only eight square nails were the smaller sizes from 2d to 5d used in the “final
stages” of carpentry (See 320-173 below). There were no larger cut  nails found.  Some
listed are:
320-173
4N10E
0-6”
  Square nails (8) 4d
320-171
4N10E
0-6”
  Square nail fragments (136)
320-181
4N10E
0-6”
  Square nail fragments (155)
Wire (Round) Nails -Probable “1879 and later” introduced nails w/ Bessemer steel-making process and price of steel fell low enough for the first time to make their
manufacture profitable (Adkison 2002:4.3).
Wire nails (12 total having six specimen numbers). Only two wire nails were of the
smaller sizes from 2d to 5d, used in the “final stages” of carpentry. (See 320-187 below).
There were no larger nails found. Some listed include:
320-182
4N10E
0-6”
  Wire nails (4) 7d
320-187
4N10E
0-6”
  Wire nails (2) 5d
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The silty, ashy residue may be the result of fireplace clean outs or of the sheep camp tender’s
repeatedly used campfire.  Notice from the above “Nails from Unit 4N10E” statistics, how 87% of the
nails were nail “fragments,” perhaps suggesting construction breaks in addtion to heat damage. The
mix of ash with personal clothing items and food tins, feels like someone’s living area. The growing
consensus is that, most probably, this unit and vicinity comprise an “outside porch extension” of the
“Hi Good Cabin” structure.   It is noteworthy historically that the “structure” was named the “Hi
Good Cabin” partly  because Mrs. Minnie Brown Leininger, in about 1920, took the only photo that
has survived of the so-named structure (See Fig. 108). “Hi Good Cabin” was the name that  Minnie’s
husband, Ephraim Leininger ( born in 1889) knew it to be,  which had been passed down to him from
Eph’s father, Obadiah Leininger (1844-1896.).
The scientists who continue to investigate the Hi Good Cabin site have the challenge to decide
whether Hi Good’s personal belongings et cetera, and/or those of his “boon compatriots,” or the
sheepherder workers, are what we have found. Provided in Ch. 3 of this report, are some significant
documents to try to make better sense of it all.

ACTUAL SIZE
Figure 365. “1860” is the terminus post quem for these
six .44 Henry Flat brass cartridge casing fragments, with
“H” on their headstamp, recovered from 4N10E during
February, 2004. (Left to right) 320-140, 320-141, 320142, 320-143, 320-147, and 320-150.

Figure 366. Headstamp “H” on rimfire
surface of .44 for Henry Flat gun shell
stamped on behalf of its developer,
Benjamin Tyler Henry. Also visible are
the “surefire” dual indentations on its
opposing edges.

Recovered from Unit 4N10E were four different calibers of gun shell fragments. Three were
of Hi Good’s known gun-types. These findings increase the probability of Hi Good’s presence at the
site. Involved with Hi Good was also possibly Ishi and his Yahi band’s brief involvement at Good’s
camp in the spring of 1870, a result of the formal “Five Bows” ceremony that called for a truce (See
sidebar below on page 499).
In Summary - The data retrieved from Unit 4N10E affirm that: (1) Firearm ammunitions found
are of Hi Good’s three known gun-types; (2) that a sheep camp’s butchery station is likely in the vicinity of Unit 4N10E, based largely on the several lower limb faunal remains recovered; and (3) that
predominately adult males were living and working at this early sheep camp. This last notion is based
on items recovered inclusive of men’s clothing and footwear accessories, and personal indulgence
found.
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Provided below is the select archaeological data from Unit 4N10E, which affirm these summary
interpretations.  The complete listing for Unit 4N10E artifacts recovered may be found in the site’s
Catalog on CD.

Select Data Recovery from Unit 4N10E
(1). Firearm ammunition pieces for Hi Good’s three known gun types found.
Every bit as rich as any gold coins to be found were these vintage gun ammunition fragments.
The .44 Henry Flat armament pieces (carefully studied by gun authorities R. H. Chamberlain of
Flournoy, California, Jim Wages and John Martin, Department of Gunsmithing, Lassen Community
College, Susanville, California, have “1860” as their terminus post quem.
Three of the four respective firearm ammunitions found in Unit 4N10E  were of Hi Good’s
three known gun-types. For the record, the fourth gun shell type found (320-146) in Unit 4N10E was
one .41 Long Colt (brass case = 1.130”), center fire with headstamp: W.R.A. (Winchester Repeating
Arms). Its period of use was “circa 1895.”
All three of Hi Good’s firearm ammunition types were recovered from Unit 4N10E:
I. Specimen 320-149, only early lead rifle ball found and used in muzzle-loading rifle types.
            II. Specimen 320-153, one Spencer .56 .46 brass case head fragment w/bottle-necked shape.
[All four of the total .56-.46 Spencer gun shell fragments found at the site come from
the immediate area. 320-533 came from Road Segment. #3. Mike Hamilton’s two were found,
with the help of a friend’s metal detector, at the base of the old blue oak, approximately 50 feet
distant from Unit 4N10E.]

III. Ten .44 Henry Flat gun cartridge shell pieces came from the ashy deposit of which six  bear
the “H” (in honor of Benjamin Tyler Henry) on their headstamps (Specimens 320-140, 320-141, 320-142,
320-143, 320-147, and 320-150, with period of likely use dates, 1860 to 1870.
Discounted as not relevant to Hi Good’s presence vis-a-vis Hi Good’s death on May 4, 1870
are:  two with “P” on the headstamp with their respective dates of use, 1872-1878 , and two .44 shell
pieces that have “no letter.”
				
Specimen
Number
320-138
320-139
320-140
320-141
320-142
320-143
320-144
320-145
320-146
320-147
320-148
320-149
320-150

Table 8. Feature 6 Armaments Count			

Horizontal
Provenience
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E
4N10E

Depth
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”
0-6”

Description
Historical Dates
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P”  
1872-1878 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: None
1860? 1872-1944
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”  
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”  
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”  
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”  
1860 - 1870 probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: “P”  
1872- 1878  probable
.44 Henry Flat HS: None
1860? 1872-1944
.41 Long Colt (brass case=1.130”) ca. 1895
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”  
1860 - 1870 probably
.56-.46 Spencer “necked”
1866 - 1919
Lead rifle ball  approx. .36
[muzzle-loader era]
.44 Henry Flat HS: “H”  
1860 - 1870 probably

Totals: 12 gun shell and 1 lead rifle ball
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Figure 367. Wayne Jobe points to yet another gun shell fragment unearthed in 4N10E on 2/28/2004.
Daily Field Record notes for 2/28/2004 by Jobe reads, “2 .44 Henry spent cartridges” and
1-.41 Co.”
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Early Gun Shells and One Eyewitness Confession
Allude To Presence of Hi Good and Ishi
Keeping with the subject of having found in Unit 4N10E, 10 Henry .44 Flat “surefire,” rimfire, brass
cartridge casing fragments, a possible connection to Hi Good was the eyewitness published account (see
Doc. #8 by Waterman [1918:57-59] on pages 260-264) that it was a  Henry Repeating Rifle that was Good’s
last reported weapon used to kill the “Old Doctor,” in  March, 1870, only to be killed himself on May 4,
1870.
How factual is the Thomas Waterman (1918:57-59) ) research? How accurate was William J.
Seagraves who in 1873, relocated from Tehama County to Susanville?  In 1915, Seagraves traveled to the
University (Berkeley) and positively identified Ishi as the same person he had witnessed in 1870. Waterman conducted his interview. Seagraves’s confession recalled the “Five Bows” episode of witnessing Ishi
when Ishi was about sixteen years old. Waterman’s index card remarks about Seagraves’s character reads,
“Very old man in 1915 fairly active. Speaks with some freedom.” Waterman added about him, “Evidence
probably better than old Anderson’s” (see Fig. 146 on page 262).
Theodora Kroeber had learned from some source, that Seagraves “was not an ‘Indian killer’ at
all”( Ishi In Two Worlds 1961:88.).
Ishi came from an oral exclusive culture that was astute at making observations. About Ishi,
Theodora Kroeber (1961:93) wrote,
   “Ishi remembered almost everything that had happened in his
lifetime. He was a willing autobiographer, patient and conscientious, yet there is not preserved for the present record the ”human
interest,” the tragical, personal accounts in the detail and circumstantiality which he could have given them, and which some readers will be disappointed not to find. But to be questioned and to
talk at length and with any intimacy of his family and people at
whose death from starvation or old age or sickness he had stood
by, a helpless witness and unhappy survivor, left Ishi depressed
and distressed. His friends, seeing how it was with him, forebore
to question him, contenting themselves with picking up so much
as from time to time Ishi might, unmasked, volunteer. And in his
own time and way, he told more than a little about certain aspects
of the concealment.”
Ishi had gained some command of the English language by 1915. Ishi
never refuted openly nor in confidence what Seagraves told Waterman on that
Figure 368. Ishi
day probably in Berkeley in 1915. The Five Bows Incident was indelibly part of
Ishi’s memory when about sixteen years old. Ishi’s comprehension of English was
at its greatest proficiency. All of these factors Waterman weighed. In his 1918 monograph, Waterman quoted
verbatim what Seagraves told. Seagraves and Ishi impressed Waterman with their two common gifts:  both
remembered almost everything that had happened in their lifetimes;  both exuded virtue.
The ambush of the “Old Doctor” was not an event to ever be forgotten by Wm. Seagraves, for he had
personally assisted Hi Good in killing the Old Doctor. He had been an accessory, by calling “distance” (meaning that the range to fire the Henry again was precisely right.). Mr. Seagraves, in 1915, was  in the sunset of his
life. He journeyed from Susanville (Lassen County) to the University of California campus to resolve whether
Ishi was the same Indian he had encountered years before. Seagraves spoke from the heart, remorseful about
what had transpired.
The scientist, T. T. Waterman, only published what he deemed veritable and accurate. Replication of
the data was his methodology. Waterman knew he had correct data. He acted upon it.
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(2). The likelihood of an early sheep camp butchery work station in the vicinity of Unit
4N10E seems possible.
This is plausible based on four reasons:  (1) that five diagnostic bones were interpreted that
“leaned/compared favorably and/or were unequivocally sheep bones” (of which four were recovered
from Unit 4N10E;  (2) that four “sheep” bones recovered from Unit 4N10E were also lower limb bones
typically found at a butchery station; (3) one large bone fragment (320-202) found in Unit 4N10E, which
had a butcher’s saw mark across it, and; (4) that one blunt tip blade (320-434) of a sheep hand-shear
was found 45 feet more or less distant in the site’s SE quadrant.
[Unresolved remains 320-106, a possible butchery skinning or sticking knife tang also recovered
from Unit 4N10E. See Fig. 403 on page 544 on this report.]

Table 9. Sheep Camp Butchery Station Associations Count

Faunal (non-artifacts):

Specimen
Number
320-203

Horizontal
Provenience
4N10E

Depth
0-6”

Description
Dates
Distal metapodial piece,
no date
“Compares favorably in the
direction of sheep within
family bovidae.” Dr. Frank Bayham (CSU Chico)

320-206

4N10E

0-6”

lst phalanx
“I’m leaning towards Ovis
again.” —Dr. Frank Bayham

320-206

4N10E

0-6”

3st phalanx
“
“
“Confirmed! Of all the pieces studied, this is
most unequivocally sheep!” Dr. Frank Bayham

320-202

4N10E

0-6”

Large mammal bone (1)
Butchered (saw mark)
Unidentified as to species

“

“

“

“

FAUNAL (129 bone fragments, from 13 of the 33 total specimen #s (39.4%)
* Based on this preliminary inspection, no cattle bones appear in the collection.
* Four sheep bones confirmed from this unit (See below)
* Confirmed butchery station was here —based on lower limbs of sheep found.

Tools:

320-106

4N10E

0-6”

							
							
320-106

SE quadrant

0-6”

Possible skinning or sticking
knife tang handle fragment.
Hand hammered of steel
w/ five positioned rivets.
Manufacturer undetermined

no date

Blunt tip blade (320-434) of a
            1730 or later
two springs sheep hand-shear
model by Burgon & Ball Co. of
Sheffield, England.
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(3) Data recovered that provides the notions that adult males only were living and working
at Hi Good’s sheep camp.
The mix of artifacts recovered from the Unit 4N10E, ashy deposit, suggest that adult males
were probably living, socializing, and working at their early sheep camp operation in and around
an outdoor fireplace area. This area may have been a “side porch extension” of the Hi Good cabin
structure. The early cabin structure was only 30 feet west of Unit 4N10E. Bricks from the structure’s
chimney tower were uncovered in the NW corner of Unit 4N10E. Also, assigned as probably from the
cabin’s door upright rim knob lock’s internal mechanism (recovered from Unit 4N10E) is 320-119, a
burnt, molded steel latch fragment.

The cluster of artifacts collected from Unit 4N10E constitute only adult male personal belonging.
Neither children’s nor women’s articles were found, except for some decorative and undetermined
aquamarine-colored glass fragments (See below). Prevalent were men’s work boots accessories, clothing accessories,  several gun shell pieces et cetera.
The predictable routines of the adult males were that they roused themselves up at morning’s
sunrise. They dressed themselves, putting on shirts with white glass buttons (320-160, 320-161) and
overalls that sported metal buttons (320-158, 320-159, 320-157).  They ate from white ceramic plates
(320-127) with knifes or forks (320-106) at  breakfast and/or dinner. Their menu consisted of vegetables
(brought in from the Deer Creek garden , Moak 1923:32; Anderson 1909:84), of fresh biscuits leavened
by baking soda (320-168, 320-169, 320-170), mutton (320-203, 320-206), and fish (320-201), namely,
sardines from tin can (See 6N2E E1/2), and seasonal King Chinook salmon gaffed from nearby Deer
Creek (320-621).  Likewise at dusk a campfire was made. Someone invariably lit a oil or kerosene
lantern (320-133) for extra light.
These were surely men who valued their guns.  They kept active cleaning, loading, and firing
their weapons, and hunting game. Some  pursued Indians up into the farthest canyons. More often
the men used their guns to kill predator coyotes who were after their lambs.  Wolves were prevalent
and troublesome in the 19th century. Grizzly Bear hunting was popular in 1859 (Anderson 1909:12).
There were also those indulgences. Someone, very early on, enjoyed smoking his white clay
pipe (320-112).  Consumers enjoyed Tito Lash’s Bitters (6N2E E1/2) from 1902-1905. Those who consumed liquor in the vicinity of Unit 4N10E, and then cast their empty glass bottles into the adjacent
refuse pile were site occupants during 1940 and 1941 (See Feature 1 interpretations).
		
*		
*		
*		
*		
*
In review, the findings from Unit 4N10E affirm Hi Good’s three known gun-types, that  sheep
camp butchering was apparently an activity here, and not unexpectedly, that adult males were living and working here. It remains a fact that Hi Good’s only property record in Tehama County was
the SE quarter of Section 33, located on the south side of Deer Creek with vegetable garden; not here
in Section 21. The Unit 4N10E findings and compelling local geography appear to endorse Simeon
Moak’s (1923:32) description, that “Good lived in Acorn Hollow at this time and had a fine ranch and
garden on Deer Creek about one mile and a half south.” And now especially with the three types of
early ammunitions found in Unit 4N10E that are known to have been the types that Hi Good used,  
the scientific “Hunting for Good” investigation now seems closer to verdict than to mistrial.
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Food Diet Determinations
(Project Research Design Theme #18)
Question: Regarding [healthful] diet, can we find food remains at the site?
Findings included:
• Fresh bread biscuits or pancakes - Three likely baking powder tin lids or
bottoms (320-168, 320-169, 320-170) all have 2 1/2” diameters, whose terminus post
quem is 1889.
• Lamb (mutton) was prevalent based on faunal remains and evidence that
butchery station associations were found, especially in Unit 4N10E.
• Fish diet —Seasonal fish, namely salmon from nearby Deer Creek were
invariably eaten in the vicinity of Unit 4N10E. One modified gaff for salmon fishing
of Deer Creek (320-621) was found approximately ten feet from Unit 4N10E, during
initial surveying at the site (See Fig. 315 in the Industrial Group). Also, 320-201 are
two fish vertebra found of yet undetermined species.
• Vegetables, such as corn and white beans are substantiated from the archival data.  The one and only Chinese brown stoneware fragment (320-126) found at
the site during 2003/2004 was likely to a food utility vessel capable of storing vegetables (See Fig. 241 of the Kitchen Group).
• “Hole-in-Cap” Gebee type tin can top for food stuffs collected from Unit
4N10E. Specimens 320-165 and 320-167 (See Figure 242 of Kitchen Group). According
to Adkison (2002:2.6) dates “circa. 1880’s and later.”
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Feature 7 Ashy Deposit
(Unit 6N2E E1/2 )
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T

he archaeological data for Feature 7 “Ashy Deposit” (Unit 6N2E E 1/2) indicates that there may
have been a dump or refuse area in this vicinity of the site. Recovered was a small
number of most curious Personal Group artifacts, possible camp tender cooking utensils, with
an ample evidence of fairly recent ranching activities as well, such as fence repair work and some
related wood construction activity.

Dating Interpretations
Based on the data recovery, dating for Feature 7 with “Ashy Deposit” is circa 1890 - 1905.
Only two artifacts were recovered from Unit 6N2E E 1/2 that could be dated to within a fairly narrow
time frame. They were: “1866 or later” for the one can key opener found (320-014) and “1902-1905”
as manufacture/use period for one partial Lash’s Kidney and Liver Bitters bottle (320-031 et al). This
span of four years is based on the two factors: the particular embossed text on the bottle and that this
particular Lash’s Bitters bottle had “all sides flat” (Wilson and Wilson 1969:44; See also section “Bottles
and Glass Interpretations from unit 6N2E E1/2”).
There were no amethyst glass fragments found in Unit 6N2E E 1/2 to provide the notion of
“pre- ca. 1920” artifacts.
There was one opalized, aqua-colored, perfectly flat, 1/8” thick window pane fragment found
(320-048) in Unit 6N2E E 1/2. This fragment matches several other opalized window pane fragments
probably having come from the Hi Good Cabin structure, as recovered from the Feature 2 Trench.
Therefore, this one fragment is likely datable to Hi Good’s era, circa 1866 - 1870. For the record, catalogued inside its same specimen (320-048) zip lock baggie, were two more flat aqua glass fragments.
They are very tiny. They are not as thick. And, significantly, neither of them is opalized. Thereby, in
this researcher’s opinion, these two cannot be dated with any reliability to 1880’s -1920 (See Adkison
2002:1.22; see also section “Dating Notions/Aqua Glass Notions.”).
Nails - With 61.8% cut (square), this is fairly close to the entire site’s percentage of 63.2% cut
nails collected. This indicates both early and later use. Until the site’s overall variability for nails has
been determined, no dating by nail types is possible.
The dating notion from all of the above is that Feature 7 with “Ashy Deposit” invariably has
predictably some artifacts that span circa 1890 - 1905.
1. Notion for a fairly early sheep camp tender’s station. A camp tender is one of the crew of a
sheep operation who does the cooking, washing of dishes and laundry, and general assists the sheepherders with all of their backup needs. The ashy deposit observed in Unit 6N2E E 1/2 and mixed
with evidence of some mutton (one sheep bone, 320-566, was confirmed) tableware fragments, can
key fragments (for opening fish cans), as well as eight cast iron pieces that may be stove grates and/
or stove air regulators are all objects that suggest a camp tender’s presence.
The eight possible stove parts (see list below), however, were shown and studied without any
success by the staff of two separate antique business establishments who specialized in early tools
and antique stoves. No stove parts, no stove company or brand names, nor years of manufacture were
determined from their study of the eight cast iron objects.
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Table 10. Feature 10 Nail Type Percent Counts (Unit 6N2E E1/2)
		

A total of 314 nails was collected from Unit 6N2E1/2
of which 194 are cut nails (61.8%) versus only 120 that are wire nails (38.2%).

Cut (Square) Nails:
		
Square nails (194 total) having 13 specimen #s, of which 174 were found 0-6” & 20
		
were found 6-12”. High number of fragment nails/no heads. Some listed are:
320-018		
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Cut nails (3) 16d
320-018		
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Cut nails (23) 7d
320-020		
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Cut nail fragments (68)
320-019		
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Cut nail fragments (53)
							
No heads
320-569		
6N2E E1/4 6-12” Cut nail fragments (6)
320-570		
6N2E E1/4 6-12” Cut nail fragments (6)
320-574		
6N2E E1/4 6-12” Cut nail (1) 12d
Wire (Round) Nails:
		
Wire nails (120 total) having 13 specimen #s, of which 118 were found 0-6”
& 2 were found 6-12”. Some listed include:
320-016		
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nail (1) 8d
320-023		
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (2) 20d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (2) 16d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (14) 16d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (10) 10d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (13) 8d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nail (1) 7d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (44) 6d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (23) 5d
				
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (8) 3d
320-024		
6N2E E1/2 0-6”
Wire nails (1) 6d
320-575		
6N2E E1/4 6-12” Wire nail (1) 2d
320-576		
6N2E E1/4 6-12” Wire nail (1) 9d
Lassen County sheep rancher and authority, Jack Haslem, is familiar with sheep operations in
Tehama County. A photograph of the site’s typography was shown to him and it was described for
him how Hi Good’s headquarters ranch, with garden, was south in Section 33, and that his purported
sheep “camp” was located about 1 1/2 miles north in Section 21 from 1866 to 1870. Mr. Haslem
reconstructed what Hi Good’s earlier sheep operations would have pretty much entailed. Haslem
said:
“For that type of operation, I would say you would have maybe two men,
especially with the size of the cabin out there, 14’ x 14’. One is sheepherder. He has a
gun, looking for predators, counts his markers every day. One black sheep for every
50 or for every 100. One is a camp tender, who does the cooking, washing the dishes,
does laundry.”
Jack Haslem described also how the camp tender assisted the sheepherders in the mountains
during the summer grazing sheep cycle. He continued, “His task was to relocate the sheep camp sites.
Hi Good may have assigned his camp tender to provide two tents: one to live in, and one to keep the
provisions in.”
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The plateau and mountain camp sites, such as Deer Creek Meadows, were not amenable to
the standard sheep wagon of the day. Instead they would use pack animals. Here, Hi Good no doubt
applied his 1866 experiences and knowledge from handling a pack train with supplied to the Idaho
mines (See also Industrial Group below).
Jack Haslem added, “The camp tender’s job was to be bringing the right grub to Deer Creek
Meadows and be in charge of the tents. The Dutch oven was too heavy for the trailing camps. One
light stove made of tin was used, which stood about 18” high, and about a foot wide.”
Two other sources about the “camp tender” were retired Tehama County Sheriff and historian,
Lyle A. Williams (Briggs ed.1990:66) and Joxe Mallea-Olaetze (2000:67). The latter researched and wrote
an informative biography about Basque sheepherder and businessman, Ignacio Urrutia, who founded
Idaho Meat Market in Susanville, CA. Williams (Briggs 1990:66) wrote: “The camp tender would come
every week with supplies for the herder and his dogs” Similarly, Urrutia told his biographer (MalleaOlaetze 2000:67) that: “The camp tender came about every one or two weeks, bringing the mail and
the provisions. It was an important visit, because he not only brought news from the outside world
but moved the sheepherder’s camp as well.”

Figures 369 and 370. The camp tender
cooked using the Dutch oven. Often
two were used at the same time for
making meals. The cast iron Dutch
oven comes with a sturdy bale, tight
fitting lid, and its telltale three legs.
About the legs, Jack Haslem explained, “There is an art to cooking
with Dutch ovens. You bury them deep
enough so you have coals about one
inch deep on top of the lip. Their three
legs are so you can set them on top of
coals. The whole thing sets in coals.”
Photos by author, January, 2007.
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Camp Tender Cooking Strategies
• About salt containers —”We used to salt the meat (mutton), roll it in a blanket, so it would keep
a week or more.” —J. T. Hollenbeck [Wentworth 1951b:1].
• Dutch ovens - (See Figures 67 & 68) with lid and poker —Jack Haslem: “There is an art to cooking with Dutch ovens. The whole thing sets in the coals. Bread and potatoes I’ve cooked over the
years. Mutton, roasts and potatoes, onions, carrots. The “12” [embossed on the cast iron cover]
means it has a foot diameter. Its center has a handle on the tapered lid. It comes with a poker that
is about 2 1/2 feet long with a hook on its end.
“For baking the famous sheepherder bread, he opened a trench with the shovel, where
he built a fire. By then, the dough was rising for the second time in the Dutch oven. When the fire
subsided into a nice bed of coals, the lamb stew with potatoes and peppers was first cooked. Then
the bread went in the trench, and the Dutch oven was covered with a layer of dirt to maintain the
heat. After an hour or so, the big, round, golden loaves were ready to be eaten. Great big slabs were
cut and dipped into the rich sauce of the stew. Urrutia added, “Natural food, the best you have ever
eaten” (Mallea-Olaetze 2000:67).
• About cooking observed in 1875 regarding a “pot buried in the hot ashes” at a sheep operation
Joseph Le Conte (1875[1960]:79) wrote:
August 9, 1875 -. About 12 N. We saw a shepherd’s camp, and rode up in hopes of buying
a sheep. No one at home; but there is much sheep-meat hanging about and drying. As we came
nearer, a delicious fragrance assailed our nostrils, and set our salivaries in action. Here is a pot
nearly buried in the hot ashes, and closely covered. On removing the cover a fragrant steam arose
. . . mutton stew, deliciously seasoned!
• Use in 1865 of the Dutch oven and Indian “Dick cooking beans” is referenced by Kimball, Burgess, Hoag et al., (Wentworth 1954:56).
• Tin plates - Hollenbeck (1882) recalled about the “Joe Cone” place at Windy Hollow that “there
was a tin plate, nailed through the center to the table. We all used to guess why he did this” (Wentworth (1951b:2).
• Chinese cook - Hollenbeck (1882) described “Joe Cone” as having a Chinese cook at the home
camp, which was supposed to explain anything unusual [regarding meals served] in those days”
(Wentworth (1951b:2).
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Table 11. Camp Tender Station Associations
The artifacts recovered from Unit 6N2E E1/2 that support the possible camp tender work
station are:

Faunal Remains

Specimen
Horizontal
Number		
Provenience
Depth		
320-566
6N2E E 1/4
6-12”		
						
320-568
6N2E E 1/4
6-12”		
320-021
6N2E E 1/2
0-6”		

Description				
Sheep’s acetabulum			
Large. mammal fragments(36)
Small mammal fragments (17)		
Large mammal bone fragment (1)

Date
no date
“
“

“
“

Tableware

320-029
6N2E E 1/2
0-6”		
W.IE. fragment (1)		
1850’s -1900
320-030
6N2E E 1/2
0-6”		
W.I.E. fragment (1)		
1850’s -1900
							
Comments: “White improved earthenware was popular from 1850’s to 1900 but overall impression of
earthenware is of late 19th century, too late to be Hi Good.”—Barbara Woodrum
320-028
6N2E E 1/2
0-6”		
							
320-562
6N2E NE 1/4 6-12”		
							

Salt glazed earthenware			
fragment (1)
Salt glazed earthenware			
fragments (3)

Food containers/Other

320-014
6N2E E 1/2 0-6”		
							
							
							
320-452
NE Quadrant 0-6”		
							
							
							
							

no date
no date

Can key opener 		
1866 and later
(sardine cans. etc.)
key head width 1”
key length (broken) 3”					
Can key opened lid 		
“
“
w/rolled can lid
Key head width 1”
Key length: approx. 4”
Probably sardine can

Comments: In 1866, J. Osterhoudt patented the tin can with a key opener that you can find on
sardine cans <http://inventors.about.com> Adkison (2002:2.3) affirmed that “the most common were
the sardine cans.” The can key required the removal of the entire top of the can. Two were found with
identical head size (width 1 inch): one in Unit 6N2E E 1/2 and one in the NE quadrant.

Cooking Stove Parts
320-399

Feature 1		

Surface Sheepherder’s Stove Warmer 		

no date

Comments: This one part was found and collected 65 feet distant from 6N2E E1/2 and could have
been part of the camp tender’s cooking equipment.
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Besides the one piece of a sheepherder’s stove warmer (above), that a camp tender may have
used, there were eight cast iron objects that are possibly stove fragments, yet, for the most part, remain
undistinguished. Six of these were found only a short distance from Unit 6N2E E1/2. In 2007, one
decorative cast iron piece was also found close to Unit 6N2E E1/2 by Road Segment #3 that may be
a stove.
The eight (listed below) possible stove fragments were first shown to antiques and tools expert,
Mr. Wes Creager of San José, CA, on 11/27/2006. About 320-437 and 320-438, he remarked, “These cast
iron fragments set over something, best guess a stove. Possibly with that radius, ceded into something
to stay there fixed.” Added thought discussed about these two was “Its function may have been as
an air regulator for a stove.”
Wes Creager recommended further analysis be pursued by contacting Tom Lawson of Buckeye
Appliances, 714 W. Frémont Street, Stockton, CA 95203; (209) 464-9643. These eight specimens (320437, 320-438, 320-439, 320-444, 320-440, 320-536, 320-212, and 320-213) were subsequently mailed and
studied by Tom Lawson and his staff. Their response on 2/13/2007 (for all eight) as to whether they
are stove parts was “All are undistinguished.”

Figure 370. Sheep wagon stove that the camp tender used. This is an Orbon Stove of Orbon Stove
& Range Co., Belleville, Illinois. Photo permission
of Jack Haslem, its owner. Jack Haslem: “This
sheep wagon stove belonged to an uncle of mine.
It went from a sheep wagon to a homesteader’s
cabin, then to a bunkhouse and then to my mother
and now to my wife Pat.”
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2. Notion of a brief early 1900’s period of curious leisurely/recreational pursuits
at Unit 6N2E E1/2.
There is a listing of curious and different Personal Group artifacts in the Appendix so small in
number, that they are difficult to interpret but do hint of early 1900’s leisure and recreational pursuits.
They are:
• One bottle of indulgence (Lash’s Kidney and Liver Bitters.
		
“The Best Cathartic and Blood Purifier.
• “Miniature” perfumer (amber glass)
• A decorative or ornamental star fragment, maybe off a hat band or saddlery gear.
• Stoneware ink bottle lip and neck fragments, yet still undetermined.
• Note: One possible addition is the one .12 gauge cf: Peters No. 2 Target gun shell fragment
		

with period range 1887 to 1934 (listed in the Appendix).

3. There are ranching activities apparent, fence repair and some construction activity.
• wood screws (construction)
• baling wire (fencing & general repairs)
(See Catalog on CD)

Figure 372. Feature 7 “Ashy Deposit” on 2/28/2004 . View toward west.
Photo by Susan Oilar, using Rollie Magic 120 PAN b & w film.
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Feature 8
“Corral, Feed Shed, and Windmill”
Interpretations

Figure 372. Photo taken by author, 11/21/2006.
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Figure 374. Feature 8. Photo looks NE, taken by author on 2/17/2007. Lassen Peak is barely in view,
in the distant horizon, just to the left of the left corner eve of the feed shed.

Figure 375.
Map made in “1962” of Section 21 in T. 25N, R1W, which denotes the existence of both a windmill and one
structure, either the corral or feed shed. Provided by Tehama County Assessor’s Office.
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Feature 8 Interpretations

nly one artifact was collected during 2003-2004 from Feature 8 (See below Fig. 328 map), a World
War II military issue canteen (320-356), which likely belonged to George Roberts of Tehama
County. A friend of the family, Karen Bacquet verified its history. A photo of the canteen (Fig.
382) as well as a copy of Ms. Bacquet’s letter are reprinted in the Personal Group section of this report.
There are undoubtedly many more artifacts in Feature 8 that metal detector sweeps could detect.
“1951” appears to be the year when the Feature 8 Aermotor tower with windmill was erected
on the outside NE corner of the corral. This determination is largely based on the date, “8-30-51” found
pressed in the surface of the windmill tower’s square concrete foundation (See Fig. 383 below) along
with “XO.” Jeff Lerch of Chico, who visited the site on 3/3/2007 and 3/17/2007, pointed out the “time
marker” to this researcher and others present. During the 1970s, Lerch had worked “day wages” for
C. Roy Carmichael and shared that the “XO” was, indeed, the livestock brand used by Carmichael.*

_______
* R. H. Chamberlain (9/3/2007) also confirmed that C. Roy Carmichael (1896-1992) had the “XO” brand. However, when the brand records went state wide [in 1917], it was learned that someone else already had the “XO.”
So Roy put a “continuous bar” over his XO.

It is probable that the feed shed was also built in 1951, and no later than 1953. This is surmised
from the USGS “Panther Spring Quadrangle” map made in 1953 (See Fig. 353) Notice that the 1953
map shows two small icons, side-by-side. One is the icon for the windmill, so named on the map. The
second icon for a structure, and positioned west of the windmill icon, is presumably signifying the
corral or the feed shed.
The purpose for constructing the ranch complex of corral, feed shed, and windmill served cattle
on a winter range, holding pens for vaccination and branding, stock chute for loading and unloading
stock animals, and a feed shed with hay and salt station. A windmill pumped water into two concrete
troughs to serve the cattle and/or horses [Note: The Acorn Hollow wash only has water after sufficient
rain storms.].
Roy and Laura Carmichael “came on the scene” as the new owners of Section 21 (and other
holdings) on March 1, 1946, which was after the Hi Good Cabin
structure had entirely disintegrated, with the exception of the surface
brick scatter. In 1951, observing the brick scatter on the flat would
have been the only hint that an early structure with chimney had
once stood there. Note: Approximately 200 bricks were retrieved
from Feature 1 Depression, of which three whole bricks were collected (See Feature 2 discussion).
By 1973, this complex in Section 21, had fallen into disuse.
The corral’s fencing is mostly collapsed today. The stock chute
appears in even worth condition. The feed shed is only used
presently for storage. According to Mike Hamilton, the windmill
has been out of commission since about 1973. Its heyday apparently dates back to when Charles Roy Carmichael and wife Laura
became the new owners. Carmichael used his summer range for
cattle for many years in Portola (Plumas County) where he also
owned properties.
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Figure 376.
C. Roy Carmichael
Reprinted courtesy of
Mrs. Frances V. Leininger.

Many Early Tehama Country Records Purged in about 1980 - This researcher attempted to secure earlier appraisal tax records for Section 21, without success, for those years preceding the Carmichael’s
ownership of the properties. Catherine Ranberg-Coombs with the Tehama County Assessor’s Office
explained, “In 1979, this is approximately the year when the records were purged having to do with
Appraisal Records for Tehama County.” This was also confirmed on 11/15/2007, by long time staff member, Anita Weston Gonzalez. Also, this is the understanding by County Assessor Mark Colombo.
I. Corral - Length 240’ x width 100’ (north end) 141’ (south end). It is believed that the “fenced”
corral was built at the same time, or shortly after the windmill was installed to service the cattle operation on the property (See below Fig. 377). Unlike cattle, the sheep that were lambed and nurtured earlier
at Hi Good’s sheep camp, are herding creatures. They naturally stay together. Two loyal sheepherder
dogs, which Hi Good owned, according to Simeon Moak (1923: 23), would be all that was needed to
keep the valued “wool-crop” close by (See below).
Hi Good owned sheep dogs —In August, 1865, Hi Good apparently had two or more “sheepherd dogs,” based on this description by Simeon Moak (1923:23):
We got to Good’s place after dark and we were so tired we lay down without any
supper. The Indians had a large white dog that had disappeared in the fight [at Three
Knolls on Mill Creek]. Just as we lay down the shepherd dogs began to fight so I struck
a light and here was that Indian dog.

Figure 377. Corral in foreground of Feature 8. Photo taken by the author looking easterly on 10/4/2003.
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II. Feed Shed -Length 23’ x Width 18.’ It is probable that the feed shed was built shortly after
the windmill was installed and no later than 1962 (See maps, Figures 353 and Fig. 375).
					

Two Feed Shed Curiosities

Observed in the feed shed’s interior were both hand hewn timbers and one, maybe two nondescript livestock brands.
• Four hand hewn timbers - Two upright posts and two joined together beam pieces that are
set on top of the uprights are of hand hewn lumber, and may have been salvaged from the earlier “Hi
Good Cabin” structure. The two uprights are about 8 foot tall. The total length of the two eve cross
beams is about 22 feet.
• More livestock brands -Partial, unidentified brand marks were observed that were “hot
ironed” into one of the feed shed boards (See Fig. 379).

Figure 379.
Branding History & Identifications - In Tehama County,
cattle brands, not sheep, began to be recorded in 1856,
the same year when Tehama County formed. William
Allen recorded the first Tehama County cattle brand on
July 1, 1856 (Grimes 1983:91). In the sheep industry,
sheep men paint brand amongst their own herds today.
“Sometimes, markings were made by cropping the end
of ears or marking a small “v” or a slit in the ear on the
right, left or on both sides” --Jack Haslem. Sheep branding has never been registered with any public agency.
Branding of one’s animals is important in proving ownership. It is a deterrent to theft. Each brand is by
necessity different than all the others and often conveys
the character of the owner (See Fig. 380. It is told that
Hernando Cortés of Spain first introduced branding in
the New World in 1541. He brought cattle stamped with
his mark of three crosses (+++)!
Brand designs throughout CA were originally
registered at the county level until 1917. Pre-1917 registering of brands was done with the “Tehama County
Live Stock Association.” Fig. 381 shows the front cover
of the organization’s 1907 Register. Since 1917, the
State of California is involved (CA Food & Agricultural
Code.
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Figure 380.
Figure 381. Reprinted
from p. 88 of the book
by Cheryl Conard Haas
(2005) Too Many Irons In
The Fire. Red Bluff, CA:
Canyon Vista Ranch.

III. Windmill - Aermotor Model “A” 702 (Figures 382 and 384)- Height: approx. 35.’ Water
tank:n10 1/2’ x 4’ with capacity: 750 gallons. Concrete base” 8’ x 8.’ Two concrete water troughs:
15’ 11” x 6’ 11” (outside measurements). The oldest map found that shows the windmill near to the
SW corner of Section 21, is the 1953, USGS “Panther Spring” Quadrangle map (Fig. 353). And a 1962
map of Section 21 from the Tehama County’s Assessor’s Office, shows the same windmill alongside
a building west of it, which invariable denotes the feed shed structure (Fig. 375).
The aforementioned “1951”cement impression with Carmichael’s original livestock brand
found in the tower’s concrete foundation’s southwest corner was a significant “time marker” discovery
(Fig. 383). It establishes, likely to the week, August/September, when the tower with windmill were
installed. One does not mount a windmill tower on wet cement!
The Aermotor Windmill Identified - The Aermotor
“tower” with “windmill” on top, is almost certainly
the Model “A” 702, which first went on sale beginning
in 1933. The tower -plus- windmill structure probably
stands at 35 feet. It was 1939 or so when many California
ranchers, such as Carmichael, learned first-hand about
the Aermotor models, for ’39 was a premium year
for Aermotor in the West, with the World’s Fair being
held in San Francisco. The Aermotor Model “A” 702,
featured replaceable bearings and screw-type wheel
arms. According to the web site (http://au.geocities/
ozwindmills/aermotor.htm), “Aermotor dealers and
families, attending the ‘Century of Progress’ World’s
Fair were allowed to camp in the Aermotor factory yard
and eat in the company restaurant.” It is perhaps more
than a coincidence that in the adjacent Feature 1 “well
with refuse” depression, one rusted California license
plate embossed with “CALIFORNIA WORLD’S FAIR
’39,” was collected (320-384).
Aermotor locations - In 1951, the manufacturing plant

Figure 382. Aermotor Model “A” 702 was still in Chicago (from 1904 to 1963). By 1963 it had
windmill looks north. Photo by author on apparently “fully” moved to Arrow, Oklahoma. Now its
11/21/2007.

U.S. Office is in San Angelo, Texas.

Figure 383. Discovered in 2007 on the SW
corner of the windmill tower’s cement slab
are: “X0” and “8-30-51.” The “51” on the right
side (above) is barely discernible. Photo by
author on 1/4/2009.
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The Mathematical Genius - The Aermotor’s “eighteen sails” (vanes) is a familiar trait in the industry.
For every stroke (of the pump) the propeller rotates three times, which is part of how its proper machine
name is the “Mathematical” windmill, invented in 1888, by its engineering genius, Thomas B. Perry.
It was businessman La Verne Noyes who teamed up with Perry and made the Aermotor Company
world renown. The web site with more Aermotor Company’s history is:					
<http://au.geocities/ozwindmills/aermotor.htm>

One Sail Came Off and Was Found -At this writing, the propeller has seventeen of its original eighteen sails (See Fig. 384). The
windmill’s one missing sail was discovered inside the feed shed.
The propeller, with a rush of wind across the Vina Plain, still spins.
And sometimes an eerie, creaking noise is heard when the vertical
stabilizer rotates.
Barely perceptible is the dull red paint on the windmill’s
vertical stabilizer, which reads:
“THE AERMOTOR CO. CHICAGO.
Where the windmill stands today, it remains quite conceivable that an early hand dug well once operated there. The view of
Figure 385 (below) taken in 2003, looks northward. Below the blue
oaks on the hillside, a green swath is clearly visible. This is physical
evidence that rain runoff drains to where the windmill stands, thus Figure 384. Photo taken 3/3/2007
contributing to the ground water’s table.

Figure 385. The best location for a hand
dug well appears to have been where the
windmill stands today. Behind the windmill
and in front of the blue oaks, a green swath
reveals rain water runoff.
This view of the feed shed (left) shows
the hand hewn upright posts.
Foreground shows one of two concrete
water troughs (each 15’ 11” x 6’ 11”) that
used to be fed by the pumping action of
the windmill.
Photo taken looking north by Roger
Anderson on 5/15/2003.
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Background Research That Identified Aermotor’s Model 702
On January 11, 2007, a return telephone call was received from Aermotor historian Robert
Bracher from his office in San Angelo, Texas. In response to the author’s January 2 letter with photos
of the tower with aermotor windmill in Feature 8, Brasher’s key remarks were:
• “Based on your pictures that you sent me, I’m 99 per cent sure it is a 702 model, which was
built starting in 1933. My best guess is, it looks like a 27 foot tall tower, and above it is an eight long
Model “A” 702 windmill.” (Regarding how tall it is, it was explained to the author that two separate
entities are involved: the bottom part called the “tower” and the top part called the “windmill.” Hence,
the two added means it is a 35 feet tall structure.)
• About the tower, Robert Brasher said, “At the ground level, you see the four corner posts
that go up. It looks like two inch angle iron. If the angle iron is 2 1/2 inches, it would be only a 10 foot
high tower.”
“Now by looking at the sails, they are 29” long, then it’s an eight footer [diameter for the propeller]. If the sails are 36 1/2 inches, its a ten footer. “
• “There are two ways to determine what model you have, which are:
1. By crawling up on the tower, you will find stamped in the casting in the motor the model #,
which is the red part up on top. Its wheel is screwed into the hub of the motor. It will reads “A” 702
(which means you have an eight foot size from one end to the other end) or “B” 702 (which means
you have a ten footer).
2. The wheel arms have twelve of them straight. That is the 702 model. If you have six wheel
arms, that are “U” or “V” shaped, then you have a 602 model, which was made from 1925 to 1933”
[Note: 1915 is the earliest date listed for the 602 Model according to the web site that shows “The
Aermotor Company History -USA”]. 			
<http://au.geocities.com/ozwindmills /Aermotor. htm>
Lastly, when this researcher inquired, over the phone, whether their Aermotor Company in
Texas might still have records for bills of sale, et cetera for windmills sold in California in about 1945,
Robert Brasher flatly responded, “There’s no record back then of who bought what.”

Figure 386. Here we have part of the corral,
an example of rancher’s ingenuity, “making
do”! Jerry-rigged “to hold the outfit together”
(the gate) is a strand of “Mormon buckskin”
(baling wire), barbed wire, a piece of chain,
nails, a burr, a turnbuckle connected to a bridle
buckle, and more.
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